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ABSTRACT

The effects of control system dynamics on the longitudinal flying
qualities of fighter airplanes were investigated in flight, using the USAF/
CAL variale stability T-33 airplane. Two pilots evaluated a total of 57
different combinations of control-system and short- crxoa d.. . ics at two
flight conditions, while performing tasks reprei'attlve of the "conwbat"
phase of a fighter's mission. The pilot rating a-ad comment data fron, this
investigation indicate that the dynamic modes ci the flight control systetn can
cause serious flying qualities problems, even if the short-period mode is
well behaved. The data do not correlate with the control system require-
ments of MIL-F-8785B. In addition, the data demonstrate that the C*
criterion does not adequately account for the effects of control system dy-
namics. Pilot-in-the-loop analysis of the data is shown to describe effec-
tively the pilot's difficulties in control of pitch attitude, providing insight
into how the pilot flies the airplane. A design criterion, based on this
analyrsis, is shown to be applicable to a wide range of short-period and con-
trol-ystem dynamics. A simplified version is also presented to provide
the designer with preliminary estimates of flying qualities. Volume I con-
tains the body of the report, while Volume II consists of the Appendices.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The study reported herein is the continuation of a series of experi-
mental investigations into the longitudinal flying qualities problems of
fighter airplanes, using the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane
(References I through 8). The experiment is directed at the "combat"
phase of the fighter's mission. The major area of concern is the influence
of control system dynamics on maneuvering response characteristics, though
the effects of turbulence are also considered.

For fighters having "fast" control system dynamics, the maneuvering
response usually can be described adequately in terms of the following
dominant parameters:

(1) The short-period frequency (Wsp) and damping ratio (!f,)

(2) The pitch attitude numerator term ( Vt., and the

response ratio (r/ t)

(3) The maneuvering stick force gradient (i/ii)

in recent years, however, complex flight control systems (FCS), employing
various combinations of feedback anti feedforward loops, have become
increasingly common. Many such systems being designed and tested today
introduce additional dynamic modes which have natural frequencies of the
same order of magnitude as the short-period frequency. When this is the
case, the airplane's flying qualities can be completely unacceptable even if
the short-period mode itsel is well behaved (as shown in Reference 6).

Because of the significance of control system dynamics, it is impor-
tant that new criteria for the design of FCS be developed, to ensure satis-
factovy maneuvering characteristics. The criteria should have tha following
chara-cteristics:

(1) They should describe, as directly as possible, those charac-
teristics of the control system plus airframe which can cause
the pilot difficulties in performance of the mission.

(Z) They should be applicable to the higher-order maneuvering
dynamics of airplanes having complex rCS. as well as to
airplanes whose dynamics can be adequately described by the
short-period characteristics.

I



(3) They should enable the designer to readily explore various
combinations of feedback and feedforward loops, compensation
networks, znd filters in his attempts to achieve good flying
qualities.

The purpose of the present investigation is to provide data on the effects of
FCS dynamics and to develop a preliminary set of design criteria satisfying
the above three conditions.

This report presents detailed descriptiQns of the design and conduct
of the experiment, the results, analysim of the results, and proposed design
criteria resulting from the analysis.

a!'



SECTION II

BACKGROUND

In planning the experiment, it was first dee.aed necessary to identify
what types of control system dynamics are likely to occur in practice. This
was accomplished by studying a number of current FCS designs. The next
stop in the planning was a detailed examination of the results of the USAF/
CAL higher-order- system (1105) investigation (Reference 6). After these
studies, the configurations to be evaluated in the present experiment were
selected to provide a broad base of data on the effects of FCS dynamics for
the development of design criteria.

Z. 1 Study of Current FCS Designs

The study was begun with a literature search. during which many
different types, of FOS mechanizations were examined. The study showed
that the most popular FCS concepts being designed and tested today appear to
have certain similar effects on the airplane's overall maneuvering charac-
teristics. One examplei of this type of FCS is an experimental adaptive
system tested in an F-102 airplane (described in References 10 and 11). A
simplified block diagram of this system is shown below.

PREFILTER ADPIECOWEN. ATAO

g~IO ACTUATORt 

N 1

RT ATILIAO

The closed-loep poles and seros of the constant-,speed pitch- rate -o -atick-
force transfer function, for a high - #' flight condition. are shown in the
followift *-plans, plot.
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• 20 -10 C O

This plot is fairly typical of the FCS designs studied, in that the closed-loop
dynamics are characterized by one or more complex poles having natural
frequencies above that of the short period, plus a series of first-order poles
and zeros having frequencies near or below that of the short period,

. ! Discussion of the HOS Experiment

From the pilot's viewpoint, the maneuvering characteristics of the
configurations evaluated in Reference 6 can be represented as follows:

The maneuvering dynamics were varied during the HOS experiment by
altering the simulated feel system. short period, and FCS.

The feel system dynamics wer,, varied by changing the feel system
natural frequency through a range of 6 vo 31 tad/sec. The comments
showed that the pilots noticed changes it, the feel characteristics, per se.
But the primary effect of feel system eIynaics on the overall flying qualities
appeared to be attributable to their influenco on the airplane's response to

4



stick-force inputs.

Three sets of short-period dynamics were selected to show the
effects of both short-period frequency and damping ratio. For each set of
short-period dynamics, various types of FCS dynamics were investigated.
Each set of FCS dynarnicr was arranged in a Butterworth configuration, so
that each FCS pole had the same natural frequency. The dynamics were
then changed by varying the natural frequency of the Butterworth configura-
tion from 6 to 63 rad/sec, and varying its order from second to fifth.

In order to illustrate the combined effects of the feel system, short
period, and FCS dynamics, a typical a- plane plot of the airplane's pitch-
rate response to stick force inputs is shown in Figure 1.

-20

SIMULATED
X FEEL

SYSTEM - -

-10

SIMULATEDSHORTX 1

PERIOD

•30 -20 .10 0 .

Figure 1. s-Plane Plot of a Typical FCS/Airframe

Configuration from HOS Program. .

The time history of pitch-rate response to a step stick-force input for this
example is shown in Figure Z,

I IOMLETE RESPONSE

PIC INCLUDING FCS)
P'ITCH

RATE SHORT-PERIOO RESPONSE
I (IUNCLUDING I/k',

0 1 2 3

TIME '-SEC

Figure Z. Pitch-Rate Response to a Step Stick-Force Input

for HOS Configuration of Figure I.



Notice that the airplane's maneuvering response to pilot inputs looks very
much like the short-period response (including Yr,, ) plus a pure time
delay. This i4 typical of the configurations evaluated in thq HOS experiment.
Most of the pilot's difficulties in flying such configurations were .-Olated to
the size of the time delay and the rapidity of the response following the delay.
For the extreme cases, violent pilot-induced oscillations (PlO's) occurred
whenever precise attitude tracking was attempted.

2. 3 Purpose of the Present Experiment

From the above discussion, it is evident that the effects of FCS
complex poles on flying qualities were studied in some detail during the HOS
program, but that other forma of FCS dynamics often occur in practice.
The primary objective of the present experiment, then, is to study the effects
of first-order FCS pole. and zeros. As will be shown in the following sec-
tions, the results of the two experiments combine to provide considerable
insight intc many of the problems which FCS dynamics are likely to cause.

6



SEc¢rION Im

D'SIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

On the basis of the considerations expressed in Section U, the spe-
cific configurations to be simulated were selected. The purpose of Section Mfi
is to describe the control system and airplane chara:teristics for each of
these configurations. The reader is referred to Appendix IV for detailad
discussion of airplane longitudinal transfer functions and equations of motion.
In addition, Appendix V explains how the simulated configurations were
mechanzsed in the variable stability T-33 aiylane, as well as how the longi-
tudinal characteristics discussed in this sec,-.n were measured.

3.1 Basic Dynamic Configurations

To restrict the study of first-order FCS singularities to a reasonable
size, the majority of the configurations were designed to evaluate the effects
of a single FCS zero and a single FCS pole on eight basic short-period con.
figurations. A second-order FCS pole was also included, but its natural
frequency was fixed at 63 rad/sec for most oi the experiment. Stick-force
commands to the FCS were used because this is typical of the current FCS
designs discussed in Section 2. 1. The block diagram of Figure 3 represents
how the pilot would view the pitch attitude response to utick4orce inputs for
the$e configurations.

The eight basic short-period configurations were selected to span
fairly wide ranges, relative to the requirements of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 1). Five of the configurations were flown at an indicated air-
speed of 250 knots ( n/a a 18.5 g'@/rad), and the other three at 350 knots

olet a 50 gs/rad). Figure 4 compares the eight ;onfigurations to the
secifiatio requirements.

CLOW4.0Oc RM 0Y1- S OF
WNULAltO ARF M PLUS Fs

)igure 3. Block Diagram for Batic Configurations Simulated
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Figure 4. Comparison of Basic Short-Period Configurations

with MIL-F-8785B Requirements

A complete summary of parameters related to flight conditions is as follows:

Vad n/a Density . 4

(knots) p/rad) Alt (it) (ft/eec) (lb/ft' (sec

450 e.5 95 00 480 105 1.25

350 50 9500 675 405 a, 4

The original intent was to evaluate separately the effects of the first-
order zero ( , ) and the first-order tag ( I ) on the eight short-perad
confkgrations. However, the use of I with 1 a0 caused noise problems
in the T-33's variable stability sy.stem; therefore, I was always accom-
panied by a small value of '. . The specific values of T, and I' sim-
ulated were chosen to span typical values for the FCS designs discussed in
Section 2. 1.
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A total of 51 basic FCS/short-period configurations was evaluated,
as shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that most of the 51 configurations
had very high values of eo, (63 rsad/sec), which corresponds to the frequency
of the fastest FCS poles evaluated in the HOS program (Section 2. 2). Four
of the configurations, however, were selected to show the effects of reducing

'Wy to 16 rad/sec, which is equal to the frequency of the medium-frequency
FCS poles evaluated in the HOS program (see Figure 1).

SHORT PERIOD

CHARACTERISTICS ...

CONTROL X/a- 10.5 gRAD if/at 50 9NAD

SYSTEMA Vnd" 50 KT Vin d 
3 0 KT

CHARACTERISTICS .- 125 SW " - 2.4 SEC"

2.V.6 4I.9/3'~0.7 9.7/.63 5.0/23 6.1/.18 3..6 7.3473 16.5/.69

0.5 2 63 IA- _ _ --. --

2 5 __ 18 2A

83.3 -.-.. s 7A

5 12 C-C- --

a 19 73
oooo 76 ID 2D 3A 4A SA 8C 7C 8A

* 1 . 2E 313 48 59

5 - 1E 2F 3c 4C 5C

3.3 S E 7F 80,

- IF 2H 30 40 50 70

0.6 ...-. - - - F 7H SE

0.I I in 1 3E 4E SE

2 5 16 IC 2B

c S 20

NOTE: (1) Numbers/Letters Indicate Configurations Simulated

(2) 4 :75 for &, =63, 16; ; =. 67 for WS =75

Figure 5. Baslc FCS/Short-Period Configurations
Simulated in Present Experiment
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Typical s-plane plots and time histories for the present program are
shown in Figure 6. If these time histories are compared with the HOS time
histories of Figure 2, certain fundamental differences will be seen. In the
HOS program, the primary effect of the FCS dynamics was to introduce a
time delay in the short-period response to pilot inputs. In the present pro-
gram, however, the shape of the airplane's short-period response is com-
pletely altered by the FCS dynamics.

SIF3 NGULARMITES REON TO STEP FS INPUT

.10

N o) IHORT'IRIOO REOPONSE

..0 % %O~~T C 0 WU T R VO

( (INCLUMING FCI)

I. (INCLUWING FCII

S WSORTPIRIOO "avPowS- T ,,SI

Filure 6. Typical s-Plane Plots and Time Histories for

Present Experinent
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3. 2 / Six Additional Configurations/ As part of the present programs six additional short-period configuraj
tidns were evaluated with a nominal set of control system dynamics. These

configuratiens had rather extreme combinations of ,, and 4?,*and wtre

selected to compare with the short period requirements of MIL-F-8785B in
areaa where the data supporting the requirements is rather sparse. The
characteristics of the six configurations are compared to the specification
requirements in Figure 7.

25:.. ...... ..t ............. 5 .* . ... ...

X................... ......... ...... ...... _44J1................MI

..... ..... . ..... . .. A~

..... ... .... 92U TV. .. . ..............4. 4...4. ...... .... ..... . .. F..rl. ... .
........ -4.tti .. .. L . ....

4~ ....... ..,
.............. ...... .. ...

Figure?7. ComParf son of Six AdditiokAk Short-P.riod
Configurations with MIL-F.6852 Requirements

To mak~e th* control system characteristics of thee. c- 'iigarations com-
patible with the control systems for which most of the specification data
was obtained. stick poettion commands were stad instead of the force com-
mands used in the 51 basic configurations. A block "igram of the pitch -
attitude dynamics for the six configurations is as follows:



SIMULATED AIRFRAME
PLUS CONTROL SYSTEM

FS SIMULATED R(O . )0

3. 3 Feel System Characteristics

The feel system characteristics were held fixed for all 57 configura-
tions evaluated in the program. The spring gradient was ZZ lb/Inch. The
feel system dynamics can be approximated reasonably well with the follow-
ing transfer function:

IL. . 0 (in. /b)

3.4 Elevator Gearing

The gearing ratio between the elevator and stick force was selected
by the pilot at the beginning of each evaluation, as discussed in more detail
in Section 4. 1. The purpost of this process wat to avoid having pilot opin-
ion degrade because of the stick forces being either too high or too low.
Ideally, each dynamic configuration should have been evaluated with several
values of the elevator gearing ratio, but fhis would have required a much
largek flight program.

3. 5 Phugoid Characteristics

Since phugoid dynamics do not normally have a strong influencrj on
flying qualities for the "cumbat" phase of a fighter's mission, no attempt
was made to control the phugold dynamics. In-flight phugoid measurements
were made for each short-period configuration evaluated, however, and it
was found that the phugoid characteristics did not vary significantly as the
short-period characteristics changed, A summary of the measured phugoid

1z
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characteristics is shown below.

Vind - Kt V/12g/rad T A- sec

250 18.5 65-80 0.07 to O. 12

350 50 90-110 0.15

Since the phugoid periods are long, and since none of the pilot com-
ments appeared to be related to phugoid characteristics, all the analysis
contained in this report will use constant-speed longitudinal transfer
functions.

3.6 Iateral-Directional Characteristics

A *good" set of lateral-directional characteristics was selected for
each flight condition. These characteristics were held fixed throughout the
program, except for the variations due to the changes in moments of inertia
as fuel was used. The characteristics were adjusted during the pre-
evaluattion calibration flights until the pilots judged them to be good enough
that they would not detract from the longitudinal evaluation; no attempt was
made to "optimize" them.

Approximate lateral-directional characteristics, obtained from in-
flight measurements, are shown below.

Vind ' ZS0 kt Vind ' 350 kt

71/e a 18.5 g/rad Vl/ x 50 R/rad

W# a Z.2 rad/sec Ww P, W a 4.5 rad/sec

0.20 *f - 0. 30

0, 0.5 " .5
A O. sec Ir, , 0. a3ec

a 75sec 75sec
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The following lateral-directional feel characteristics were held constant for
all the configurations evaluated:

SA. S.25 (in. /b)

'FAS F4 2(7

Stp.0067 (in./ b) "
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SECTION IV

CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The control system and airplane dynamics discussed in Section M
were mechanised in the USAF variable stability T-33# operated by CAL
(see Figure 8). Details of this mechanisation are contained in Appendix V,
and a complete functional description of the variable stability system can be
found in Reference 14. A total of 131 flight evaluations was carried out in
this experiments requiring 49 flights of approximately 1 1/2 hours each.

In this aircraft the evaluatin pilot occupied the front cockpit, which
is shown in Figure 9. The system operator in the rear cockpit, who also
served as a safety pilot, could vary the handling characteristics about all
three axes by changing the settings of the responseeedback gain controls
on his right-hand console. In addition, through the use of switches in the
rear cockpit, the safety pilot- could select position or force commands for
the frontoeat stick. and had the capability of introducing the appropriate
controLeystem dynamics from filter cards carried in the nose of the T-33.
The evaluation pilot could not feel the control surface motions due to the
variable4tability-system signals and had no prior knowledge of the configura-
tion characteristics.

' The following sections describe in detail the conduct of each flight,
the pilot briefings on the overall airplane mission, the evaluation tasks per.
Jormed4 and the evaluation procedure.

le

Figure 8. USAF/CAL Variable Stabilty T-33 Airplane
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4. 1 Conduct of Each Flight

As previously mentioned, the evaluations were performed at two
different values of '/' (approximately 18 and 50) which were achieved by
flying the T-33 variable-stability airplane at indicated airspeeds of 250 and
350 knots at 9500 feet density altitude. These are nominal values and were
subject to variation because of local weather and turbulence and because of
the maneuvers required in performing the task&. For the calibration
records taken during the program, the nominal indicated airspeeds were
always used, but the'variation in altitude was as much as & 2000 feet.
During the performance of the required fighter maneuvers the indicated
airspeed variations were approximately 250 (+15, -20) knots and 350
(+20. -40) knots, while the altitude variations were * 2000 feet.

The configurations were evaluated in a generally random order with
three configurations being evaluated per flight. The 250 knot configurations
were always flown first because of structural considerations related to the
heavy fuel loadings. Each evaluation took approximately 25 minutes and
consisted of four phases:

(1). Calibration - At the beginning of each evaluation, oscil-
lograph records were taken to allow determination of the 71/a being flown,

the /n selected, and the short-period characteristics ( W~p and 5 P

being simulated. The 72/a value was obtained by flying at the appropriate
trim condition and inserting a series of separate automatic elevator steps.

F/In was found from the automatic step records and the elevator gearing

selected. The values of Osp and *9,, were determined from records of

at least two manual elevator doublets made by the evaluation pilot from
trimmed conditions, with no simulated control system dynamics present.
During the first third of the e.cperiment, these manual-doublet calibration
records were taken after each evaluation.as well. The results indicated
that the effects of changes in fuel remaliing during an evaluation were not
significant; and thereafter, calibratiofi records were taken only once during
each evaluation. The details of the data reduction techniques used to extract
the necessary information may be found in Appendix V.

() Gearing Selection - During the first half of the experiment
the evaluAtion pilot was free to select any elevator-to-stick-force gearing
of his choice. The gearing selection chosen, in combination with the cali-
bration measurements, directly determined the P /n for the evaluation.
In order to select the optimum gearing, the evaluation pilot really had to

conduct a miniature evaluation since both the steady forces, represented by

rin , and the initial forces, which affect the precision tracking capability,

are important and sometimes conflicting factors. Although the values of r/,7

selected in the first halt of the experiment were quite consistent (generally
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between 4 1/2 - 7 lb/g), some excursiont outside these values did occur.
Values as high as 14 lb/g were selected in two instances and as low as
3 lb/g in several others. Since it is a difficult task for the evaluation pilot
to be totally consistent in selecting the gearing when allowed only a "short

look", limits corresponding to a range of Fs /0 from roughly 4 1/2 to

7 lb/g were placed on the elevator gearing available to the pilot during the
second half of the experiment. During the selection process, the pilot was
allowed to explore the complete range of gearings available, but if either

limit was violated in the process, the final gearing used was the limiting
value. In this way the evaluation pilot could comment fairly on any prob-
lers associated with the gearing selection used.

(3) Evaluation - Performance of the required tasks.

(4) Pilot Comments and Ratings.

These last two phases of the evaluation are discussed in
detail in Section 4. 2.

4. 2 Evaluation Procedure

Two evaluation pilots participated in this flying qualities investiga-
tion. Their backgrounds are summarized below.

Pilot M - CAL Research Pilot, experienced as an evaluation
pilot in flying qualities investigations. His flight
experience of 2300 hours includes 1000 hours in
fighter-type airplanes, of which 500 hours were
acquired in an operational air-superiority role.

Pilot W - CAL Research Pilot with extensive experience as

an evaluation pilot In flying qualities investigations.

His flight experience of 2700 hours includes over
1000 hours in high-performance fighter airplanes.

In the course of this Axperiment. Pilot M evaluated 54 configurations
(each a different combination of control-system and short-period dynamics)
for a tital of 80 evaluations (including repeats). Pilot W evaluated 39 of
the configurations for a total of 51 evaluations (including repeats).

Before any meaningful flying qualities evaluation can be performed,
a clear understanding of the airplane mission requirements is essential.
The basic mission of the airplane to be evaluated was that of an air-
superiority fighter having a limit load factor of 7. The evaluation maneuvers
were designed to be representative of those up-and-away tasks associated
with air-to-air combat, including weapons delivery. In addition, some
consideration was to be given to those air-to-ground tasks where high-load-
factor maneuvere are required. The airplane was expected to have
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instrument flying capability. although this portion of its mission was con-
sidered to be of secondary importance. The mission as described above
was discussed at length with the evaluation pilots, individually and collec-
tively, to insure that each pilot was evaluating the configurations for the
same mission requirements.

Although the mission involves many tasks, an evaluation of the
vehicle flying qualities can be accomplished by having the evaluation pilots
perform a stries of maneuvers representative of those tasks anticipated in
the mission. A copy of the pilot flight card outlining the piloting tasks used
to evaluate all the configurations is presented below.

PILOT EVALUATION TASNS

VFR (Bulk of Evaluation)

1. Trimmability - ability to stabilize and trim.

Z. Pitch attitude tracking - ability to rapidly acquire and track
distant air or ground targets.

3. Symmetric pullups and pushovers - ability to rapidly acquire
and maintair a given load factor ( n ranging from 0.5 g to 4 g).

4. Turning maneuvers

a) roll into 60 dog bank and maintain altitude - reverse

b) rapid turn reversals (90 degree bank, n - 4 S).

5. Ground attack (pullup, wingover, track. pullup).

6. Disturbance inputs - briefly check above in presence
of disturbances.

IFR (Brief look)

1. Trimmability.

Z. Discret_-error traccing task (record 1 minute).

3. Random-error tracking task (record 1 minute).

4. Symmetric pullups and pushovers . ability to rapidly acquire
and maintain a given load factor ( n rar-0ng from 0. 5 X to
z. 0 g).

S. Level turni - roll into 60 deg bank nd maintain altitude-roverse.

6. Briefly cbeck above in presence of disturbance inputs.
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The evaluation pilot performed these tasks in order, making com-
ments as he desired on a wire recorder. The details of the discrete-error
and random-error tracking tasks are discussed in Section 4. 3, while Section

4.4 contains a discussion of the random disturbance inputs.

At the end of each evaluation, the pilot was asked to make recorded
comments on the specific items listed on the Pilot Comment Card, which is
reproduced below.

PILOT COMMENT CARD

Specific comments

1. Ability to trim.

Z. Stick forces O.K. ?

a) any second thoughts on gearing selection?

3. Stick motions O.K. ?

4. Predictability of airplane response to pilot
inputs (initial vs final response).

-- 5. Pitch attitude control and tracking capability.

6. Normal acceleration con'trol.

7. Longitudinal control in steep turns.

8. Effects of random disturbance inputs.

Q. Any IFR problems which didn't show up VFR?

10. Lateral-directional control satisfactory?

Did it detract from longitudinal evaluation?

Summary comments

1. Good features.

Z. Objectionable features.

3. Special piloting techniques.

4. Pilot rating and PIO rating.
- record decision-making process on wire.

- identify deficlency(ies) which most influenced uach
rating.

As shown, the pilr.t was then asked to make sumary comments and to
assign an overall pilot rating and a PIO (pilot-induced-oscillation) rating for
the conftguraljn.

The overall pilot rating was assign_-d by the pilot to the configuration
in accordance with the ten-point Pilot Rating Scale established in Reference 9
and shown in Figure 10. The pilot rating represents a numerical summary

z0
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of the air :lane's suitability for performing the particular mission taskc
wnder consideration.

aS mam Tm so am 0m

FM - In* M1utu Uw~aW Puu iAuo Iw

MSMI

rigure 10. Pilot RaPWAingNcale



The PlO tendency rating assigned by the pilot was based on the six-
point rating scale established in Reference 6 and shown in Figure 11. The

PIO rating acts as a convenient shorthand to discuse the tendency of the air-

plane to oscillate during performance of the task maneuvers. The scale

spans the complete range from minor "undesirable motions" to "divergent

oscillations". Because of this, the PlO rating data from this experiment
show rtron. correlation with the pilot rating data. Therefore, little use was
made of the P1O ratings in the analysis.

NUMERICAL

DRIPyTON RATING

NO TE .iVcy R0 ILRT TO WOU, UTRo VMI.J
MOytOi

UND.t ERLE Mooa T ,N TO 0U WIN
PILOT MNITA1U ABRUPT MANIUVVM ON ATTtMPTS
TIGT CONTMOl. ThIM MOTIONS CAN N PIM.VN1EZ
on ni, EIMA" iV PILOT f1CHNUsXM.

UNDMAtM m aMLO Y IMCUM N PILOT 3

WTIATU AMOUT WANEUVIVS OR ATTEWTS TIO4T

-CONTRnOL. Thk MWolOM CAN @ PNVMNO OR
ILiM4ATVO WT cALY AT SACRFt(I TO TASK ftI.

fOtIMAjg3 Oil TN&,UW4H CONSIDIRAMl P"LOT

OklUATK0 YN0 TO I6VILOP W4I PILOT INtTIAY., 4

"RW MAKUVNEWI ON AnTTMu TIGHT Co*"TRO.
P1OT Witr R W CAUG OR AMNA~ON TASK TO

DAM W00At WiNO TO MOEtA *09N
"W14T 4AyE Am WM MANWR OSAT0 M
TOW! "~W1R41 ILOT'Wi* O-.. 10W IV NIAMo

'OK , M"W60 Tsv 4VICV Tt tOWWWAAO Olt %L PILOT COWT*O kAY

FA40 0 T 1lt1OI6 JOTe c t MY WgN

Figure 1 l. P10 Tttlency Rating Scale
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4,3 Details of IFIt Tracking Tasks

Two pitch attitude tracking tasks were included in the IFR tasks to
aid the pilot in his evalmation. Although these tasks do not have direct.
analogy in the real world of the fighter airplane, they did provide the pilot
with useful insight into the capabilities of the configuration to perform
precise, rapid tracking maneuvers.

The discrete-error pitch-attitude tracking task was mechanized by
displaying the error between the actual pitch attitude and a programmed
pitch attitude command signal on a horizontal needle in the Lear remote
attitude indicator. A complete cycle of the pitch attitude command signal
is shown in Figure 12, and the attitude indicator is shown in Figure 9. In
the brief time allotted for the tracking tasks during each evaluation, the
pilots never learned the pattern of the command signal.

0

.4

20

TIME '-SEC

-41

Figure 1Z. Discrete-Error Pitch-Attitude Command Signal

A commanded pitch attitude of k5 degrees represented full scale (I Inch)
deflection of the horizontal tracking needle. The evaluation pilot's task was
Nto keep the error to a minimum, which required rapid and precise .hanges

in pitch attitude. In the course of the evaluation, the pilot usually experi-
mented for a brief period to investigite the effects of different control
techniques on tracking performance. After a technique consistent with the
fighter mission was established, a one minute oscillograph record of the
tracking task performance was taken.
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The random-error pitch attitude racking task was mechanized by
displaying the error between the actual itch attitude and that commanded
by a filtered random noise signal,a sa pe of which is shown in Figure 13.

n \ IV TIME-SEC

4C. -4 J

Figure 13. Random-Error Pitch-Attitude Command Signal

This task required the pilot to continuously maneuver the airplane to keep
the error to a minimum. Again, after a short period of experimentation,
a one-minute oscillograph record of the tracking task performance was
taken.

4.4 Random Noise Disturbances

The response to atmospheric turbulence is an important factor in
evaluating flying qualities u an airplane. Unfortunately, the T-33 does not
possess independent control of the lift vector and therefore does not have
the capability to simulate the lift response to gust-induced angle-of-attack
changes. Therefore, *using inputs to the elevator alone, it is not possible
to provide a completely accurate turbulence simulation in both the pitching
and heaving degrees of freedom. In order to provide the pilot with some
insight into the airplane's flying qualities in the presence of random
external disturbancee, however, fAltered random noise inputs were fed
briefly to the elevator, ailerons and rudder of %he T-33 during the required
tasks. The magnitude of the random inputs to the ailerons and rudder
remained constant, but at a different level for each of the two flight con-
ditions evaluated. The level of the disturbances was selected during the
calibration phase of the flight program to be consistent with the up-and-
away fighter mission under consideration.

As previously mentioned, it is impossible to satisfy the conflicting

requirements of the airplane 0 and * responses to vertical gusts as

4), varies, using the elevator alone. To keep the 0 gust responses

realistic demands that the random inputs to the elevator be scaled as a

function of W . which yields ridiculously large " responses for the
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high .sp configurations. Alternatively, to keep the M gust responses

realistic demands a constant level of random inputs that yields 9 responses

which are too small at high p A suitable compromise was used which

varied the random input signals to the elevator as a function of WV for

each flight condition. The evaluation pilots were carefully instructed that
the airplane's response to these random disturbances represents only an
approximation to real atmospheric turbulence.

The primary effect of the random disturbance inputs on the evaluation.
was to give the pilot a feeling for how well he could get the nose back on a
target after an external disturbance had thrown it off.

4.5 Evaluation Limitations

The principal problem confronting the evaluation pilots during the
evaluations was how to extrapolate to a 7 gfighter when the variable-stability
T-33 encountered buffet onset for the 250 knot flight condition at 2 1/2 to
3 g (depending on the weight) and at 4 1/2 g for the 350 knot flight condition.
The limitation at 250 knots was imposed by the buffet boundary of the T-33
itself and constituted a dual problem for the evaluation pilot. Could he
realistically extrapolate to the higher g levels consistent with this mission,
and could he fly the airplane as aggressively as he desired for the fighter
mission? The pilots felt that they could make the necessary extrapolation,
but with some reservations. There is evidence from the pilot comments
during the program that, in general, -the pilots did not fly the 250 knot con-
figurations as aggressively as the 350 knot configurations. The pilots con.
sistently commented that the 350 knot cases were more "fighter-like".
The 4 l/Z gse available in the 350 knot case is representative of typical
fighter maneuvers, where only occasional excursions to the limit load factor
are made. The task maneuvers at 350 knots could therefore be performed
without extra attention being requiredto keep clear of the buffet boundary.

During the evaluations, the pilots were forced to examine the air.
plane maneuvering characteristics and tracking capabilities using distant,
stationary air and ground targets. The pilots did not have the opportunity
of tracking moving targets under high g loads.

Structural oscillations, particularly at the heavy fuel weights,
occasionally presented a problem during abrupt maneuvers; but the pilots
did not feel that these oscillations interfered with the evaluation, except
in one instance. This was the high- wop , low-speed case with ntgligible
control system dynamics (Configuration 3A).
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As previously mentioned, the two IFR tracking tasks~have no direct

analogy in the fighter mission. Because of this, the VFR tracking tasks
were weighted much more heavily in the evaluations than the IFR tasks.

Another evaluation limitation was the lack of a completely realistic
simulation of atmospheric turbulence. The random disturbances
(Section 4.4) provided some useful information to the pilot concerning the
effects of turbulence, but their effects were not weighted very heavily in
determining the pilot r.ings.

Although there is no accurate way to estimate the effects of any of
these limitations, it is worthwhile to be aware of them. In spite of the
limitations, the evaluation pilots felt that good evaluations could be given
of the configurations, in the context of the fighter mission considered in this
program.
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SECTION V

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the experiment described in the preceding section are
in *e form of pilot opinion ratings and pilot comments. A complete sum-
mary of the pilot ratings (PR). PIO ratings (PIOR), and the selected F/n
valuep for each configuration evaluated is presented in Table I. The sum-
mariied pilot commehts for each configuration are contained in Appendix I,
which also shows Bo~e plots and time histories for each combination of short-
period and control-syptem dynamics evaluated. This section will briefly
discus# the pilot cominents and then summarize the efforts made to cor-
relate he pilot ratingb with various open-loop criteria. As previously
mentio#ed, jpnd as dramatically illustrated in the time histories of
Appendix I, the characteristics of the configurations evaluated vary over
very wige ranges. The difficulty of finding simple open-loop parameters
with wh ch to correlate all the results of this experiment led to consider-
ation oflpilot-in-the-loop analysis, which is fully discussed in Sections VI

5.1 P lot Comments

inany flying quaities program. the pilot comment data are at least
as important as the pilot rating data. In the comments, the pilot describes
the naturej of his probler s and, of equal interest, how he flies the airplane
to achievelthe desired task performance. With support from the pilot
comments a number of Oneral observations about the conduct of the over-
all experin;ent can be made.

(1) For the fig ter tasks evaluated in this program, the primary
concern of th pilot was is ability to precisely control pitch attitude during
tracking man uvers. Thi observation is substantiated by the fact that the
comments for ch configiwation (see Appendix I) under the headings
*Predictability of Responds" and "Pitch Attitude Control/Tracking Capability"
typically summewise the piimary reasons for a given pilot rating. It is of
interest to note that the pilots often commented during the program rhat the
VFR precision tracking tasks were more demanding than the IFR tracking
tasks and were given morl weight in the pilot rating.

(2) The control pf normal acceleration, although of concern to
the pilot, did not appiar tol be as important as attitude control. The specific
pilot commonts about iorn-al acceleration control usually indicated the
same type of problem as itch attitude control, but the problems wete
usually less critical. I I

I7
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(3) In evaluating a given configuration, the pilots were not aware
of the individual elements in the combination of control-system and short-
period dynamics being siriuLted. The pilots evaluated the "total package".
This fact may appear obvious but is worth remembering when considering
the problem of correlating the pilot rating data with specific characteristics
of the airframe or control -ystem.

(4) The selection of the elevator-to-stick- force gearing, which

determined the F-/n used, was sometimps a problem to the pilot. The

often conflicting demands of satisfactory initial forces for good precision
tracking capability, and satisfactory steady forces for good fighter maneu-
verability, sometimes required a compromise in the gearing selection.
Consider first those configurations with initial response characteristics
described as sluggish or slow, either because of low 'Wsp or control
system lags. In these cases, the pilot used large initial inputs to "overdrive
the airplane", so that the desired response would be achieved. This called
for a high elevator-to-stick geariag to keep the initial forces reasonable.
The final response of these configurations, however, was not predictable
because the airplane tended to "dig in". This characteristic demanded low
elevator gearings to provide adequate g protection during the gross fighter
maneuvers; and therefore, a compromise gearing selection waf required.

On the other hand, those configurations with initial response charac-
teristics described as "abrupt, too sensitive" required the opposite gearing
compromise. In these cases, the initial forces appeared too light to the
pilot and called for a low elevator gearing to prevent inadvertent inputs.
Such a gearing selection would produce steady forces which were too high
for the groat fighter maneuvers, and would again lead to a compromise
gearing selection.

The evaluation pilots in this program, when faced with a compromise

in the elevator gearing selection, were willing to vary F,/%n over only a

relatively small range. The pilots would not compromise their ability to

pull large load factors, even if the resulting /j/n was not compatible

with the initial forces required for precision tiacking. The values of -/n

selected by the pilots in this program range approximately from 3 to 8 lb/g,
although a few excursions outside this range occurred early in the program

(see Table I). In the second half of the program, FS/n limits of 4 1/Z to

7 lb/g were imposed on the gearing selection to conform with the average
range of values selected in the first half (Section 4. 1). In only a few cases
was the pilot restricted by these limits in his gearing selection. There is
no evidence,however. that the FS/o limits influenced the pilot ratings in
these cases.

The pilot comments for the base short period configurations (those
with negligible control system dynamics) show the same trends as in
previous longitudinal programs (e.g.. References 4 and 7). The pilot
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comments on the effects of adding significant control system dynamics to
these configurations are extremely difficult to summarize in a few words. *

For this reason, the detailed discussion of the pilot comments is included
in Section VII, where extensive use of~the pilot comments is made in sup-
port of the pilot-in-the -loop analysis.

5.2 Corre .ation of Pilot Ratinle~ith MIL-F-8785B

The pilot rating data f/r the 8 basic short-period configurations
(those with negligible control'system dynamics) are compared in Figure 14
with the requirements of MIL-F.8?85B, Section 3. 2. 2 (Reference 1Z).
Shown on the same plots are the pilot rating data for the 6 additional short-
period configurations evaluated.

PILOT M PILOT W
RATING RATING

* 3BSC SH4ORT PERIODS
S6 ADDITIONAL SHORT PERIODS

3...... ..........

.......... .. . ................

* , . .... 4.5

LE L LEVEL I

................ ... .~i ........

.... .. . ......... t .. ....
......... I ...........

.. 4 .4......... .............. .... ..... .....

1 z i
.. .....

II U 14 UU 1.6 as0.

Figure 14. Correlation of Pilot-Rlatings with MXL-F-8785B
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The correlation of the 8 basic short-period configurations with the
specification boundaries is good. For the 3 additional short-period config-
urations at ?7/2 =18.5, the agreement with the specification is also good;
however, the 3 high-frequency, low-damping-ratio configurations at n/a =

50 show poor agreement. in fact, there seems to be very little change in

PR with increasing w)p and decreasing Y,. for these last 3 cases. The

lack of correlation with the boundaries is not, in itself, surprising since the
specification boundaries are not well substantiated in this region. The lack

of variation in PR with the changes in ,sp and , is, at this point, dif-

ficult to understand. More will be said in Section VII concerning these con-
figurations.

The good correlation of the 8 basic shart.Veriod configurations with
the specification boundaries provides a solid base from which to view the
remainder of the pilot rating data for these same configurations evaluated
with Pignificant control-system dynamics.

Section 3. 5. 3 of MIL-F-8785B places limits on the control-system
dynamics by restricting the phase lag, at the short-period frequency,
between stick-force input and the icontrol-surface response. The substan-
tiating data for this requirement were drawn largely from the HOS program,
Reference 6. In order to see the rating degradation due to control-system
dynamics alone, the rating data of Pilot M for the configurations with good

values of W#sp and !(. evaluated in this experiment are shown in

Figure 15. The control system phase angles were computed from the trans-
fer function of simulated 4 to or& (see Appendix V, Figure V-I Also
shown on Figure 15 is the fairea line from the MIL-F-8785B background
document (Reference 13) used in writing the requirement. The results of

this experiment do not correlate with the specification requirement.

As zhserved in the previous section, the pilot evaluates the total
response o, .4 airplane to his inputs and is not concerned with, or aware
of, the chat :eristics of the individual elements which combine to produce
that reipont. It is evident from the time histories in Appendix I that con-
trol-system uynamics with poles or seros clo.e to the airplane's W4,

can modify the response to the extent that characterizing the response by

4), and 1-, is dWfficult and loses meaning. What is needed are require-

ments which are not dependent on identifying certain modes of motion, such
as the short-period response, but which are based on the characteristics of
the total response.

A short-period flying qualities criterion for fighter aircraft called
the C* criterion (Reference IS) does impose requirements on the total
response to pilot inputs. The C* response is a particular blend of the air-
plane's nt , 6 and 1 responses. The criterion is in the form of time-
history evelopes and is designed to handle the combined effects of control-
system and airframe dynamics. Section S. 3 will discuss the results of

3
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applying the C* criterion to the configurations evaluated in this experiment.

5.3 Correlation of Pilot Ratings with the C* Criterion

According to Reference 15, the C* response to a pilot force input is:

Fs F5° g
n + + 1 ) )

where 4r is the distance of the pilot's station ahead of the center of gravity.

in feet. C*/Fs and n/7F have the units of g/Ib, while /F,

has the units of rad/sec per lb.

'The normalized C* response to a step force input was calculated for
each of the configurations evaluated in this experiment. These responses
and their associated pilot ratings were then compared with the C* time-
history boundaries of Reference 15. A time history which falls inside these
boundaries should represent a satisfactory airplane (PR < 3. 5). The details
of these calculations and a complete summary of the C* time histories for
this experiment are shown in Appendix I. Out of the 57 different configura-
tions evaluated in this experiment, there were approximately 10 cases that
disagreed with the C* criterion by either falling outside the boundaries with
a PR < 3.5, or falling inside the boundaries with a PR > 3.5. There were,
in addition, about the same number of cases which were considered debatable
either because the PR was inconsistent or because the C* response only
disagreed with the boundary briefly. This statement points up one of the
difficulties in interpreting time-history boundaries such as C*. When there
is a small disagreement with the boundary, how serious is the degradation in
flying qualities?

It should be noted that the 8 basic short-period configurations with
negligible control-system dynamics, plus the 6 additional short-period con-
figurations, correlated with the C* criterion fairl- well. This is not sur-
prising, however, since the envelope boundarsva are based on data for which
the control-system dynamics were also negligible. The dlsagreem'ens with
the C* criterion were caused by the effects of control-system dynarrics, the
very effects the criterion was designed to handle. In fact, at least one
control-system configuration for earh of the 8 basic short-period .onfigura-
tions resulted in a disagreement with the boundaries.

To summarize the problems encountered in applying the C.* criterion
to the data of the present experiment, the following examples ate giveni
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The trend of pilot opinion for both this short-period group (4A to E) and the
group with lower short-period damping (SA to E) clearly indicates that any
additional control-system lags cause serious degradations in the flying
qualities (see Appendix I). In both groups, increasing the control-aystem
lag will eventually reduce the oscillations in the C* response until the time
history falls within the boundaries, as in the example above, but will be
rated unacceptable by the pilot (Figure 40 shows an in-flight PIO record
for configuration 4D).

The appeal of a criterion such as C* to the designer is obvious.
As long as the C* response falls within the time history boundaries he has
a satisfactory airplane without regard to the details of the control system
and airframne dynamics under consideration. Based on the results of this
experiment, however, the C* criterion does not appear to have this general
application.

5.4 Correlation of PiLot Ratings with Equivalent Dynamics

In the HOS program (Reference 6), the response of each control-
system/short-period combination was approximated by an equivalent second-
ordter system plus a transp3ort time lag. The frequency and damping ratio
of thie equivalent system were generally very close to the short-period
characteristics because the frequencies of the control-system roots were

high relative to W4p . Therefore only their low-frequency phase contri-

butions were important and they could be approximated by a time delay. In

thin equivalent system analysis, the numerators of the n,/ and 6/$

transfer funztions were unchanged from the values of the T-33. For each
airjlane configuration evaluated, the pilot ratings and PlO ratings were then
correlated with a delay parameter which was the ratio of the equivalent
time delay to the period of the equivalent short-period mode.

Since the( control system dynamics studied in tho. present experiment
significantly alter the shape of the airplane response to pilot inputs, deter-
mining an equivalent system is a more'difficult proposition. For the config-
urations with simulated control system dynamics, the normalized
transfer function is;

FS aL )*'I&$

The 4 step responses from the above expression werc generaed for
each of the Si basic FCS/short-period configurations, As described in
more detail in Appendix II, thetie timne histories were then analog matched
using the fallowlng equivalent system:
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In most cases V was held fixed near the appropriate T-33 value of
T6 .However, in a few cases "j had to be significantly varied, in

addition to a. , W, and 0 , to achieve a reasonable match of the d time
history. This usually occurred for those configurations with appreciable
values of '; in the simulated control system.

Attempts to correlate the pilot rating dtaf with the delay paran, ter

used in the HOS program, AxL where Os z 4r- , were not success-

ful. However, reasonable correlation was achieved by plotting the product
0W"S,. against the time delay a, . These efforts are documented in
Appendix 1 and compare% with similAr results from the Ho program.
Several authors, Hall (Reference 7) and the Shomber and Gertsen (Refer-
ence 16) for example, have suggested the use of 4WjV - as a longitudinal
flying qualities parameter.

Although the correlation of the PR data with- this equivalent system
approach is reasonable. several limitations should be noted. There is
considerable artistry involved in certain parts of the analog matching pro-

cess. Accurate determination of the time delay, Js is often difficult;

and for time delays greater than 0. 1 sec, small variations in a, can mean

sigsnficant changes in PR. In the region of low ,.Tr values (say Wr' <

2. 5), large trade-offs between ft and W0e , or in some cases between

K and Ws , can be made with little discernible difference in the accuracy

of the analog rmatch achieved. to the present. experiment, this problem

occurred for those configurations having 6 relpose; with little or no

overshoot (configarations with low W., or lArge control system-jags). In

a few cases, W, ' i1 could be chinged by factors of 2 or more and. with

compensating changes in _; and 4, , equal y good analog matches could be

obtained (iee Appendix U). The important point to note is that this lack of

precision occurs in an area of primary practical importance, since the

lower 4'; r boundary would represent a design limit on aft cent r-of-

gravity travel for many airplanes.
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Note that the WeI, versus 4, boundaries of Appendix IU apply

only for 5. > 0. 4. Limits on damping ratio must bc handled separately,

as is done in MIL-F-8785B.

In view of the practical difficulties associated with the equivalent
system approach, and the lack of correlation with MIL..F-8785B require-
mients on control-system dynamics or with the C* criterion, the pilot-in-
the-loop analysis described in ate next section was undertaken.
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SECTION VI

PILOT-IN-THE-LOOP ANALYSIS

From the brief discussion of the pilut comments presented in
Section 5. 1, it is obvious that the pilots weighted very heavily their ability to
acquire a target quickly and track it precisely. As a matter of fact, most of
the pilot ratings given during the program appeared to be primarily deter-
mined by how precisely the pilot could control the airplane's pitch attitude.
Because of this, it was decided to see what could be learned through pilot-
in-the-loop analysis of pitch-attitude control.

The first step in this study was to examine the results of previous
attempts to apply pilot-in-the-loop analysis to pitch-attitude tracking tasks.
Considerable work of this nature has been performed by Systems Technology
Inc. (STI), and some of the basic principles of their approach are given in
References 17 through 20. After studying a number of STI reports, it be-
came apparent that there are certain basic elements which must be defined
in a pilot-in-the-loop analysis:

(1) A mathematical model of the cl6sed-loop tracking task.

(2) A series of performance measures describing a "standard of
performance" which the pilot tries to achieve when he adjusts
his characteristics to the airplane.

(3) A method for converting open. 'oop characteristics to closed-
loop characteristics.

(4) A method for determining how the pilot is likely to apply
compensation to achieve the "performance standards".

(5) A method for relating tracking performance and pilot
co-npensation to pilot opinion.

All these elements are treated in STI's work, and their methods provide
interesting insights into various types of flying qualities problems. However,
the methods are not specific enough'to allow direct application to the devel-
opment of control-system design criteria, Thus, the analysis described
below has the same basic elements as STI's approach, but differs consider-
ably in the specific methods used.

The following subsections describe the mathematical model used,
the development of closed-loop performance "standards", use of the Nichols

chart in the analysis, and how the pilot compensation is obtainetd. The
analysis techniques are then applied to two example configurations, and the
various parameters from the analysis are related to pilot opinion.
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The Mathematical Model

The form of the mathematical model used in the present analysis to
•ribe pitch-attitude tracking was taken from Reference 17. This model--
iown in Figure 16.

SIMULATED FC3
14LOT PLUS AIRFRAME

Figure 16. Mathematical Model of Pitch Attitude Tracking

The model of the pilot consists of a variable gain ( K# ). a time
y, and e. variable first-order compensation network. The time delay
-des the time required for the pilot to sense a change in Oe , the time
dred to decide what to do, and the neuromuscular lags. STI's work
:ets that this time delay may vary with the airplane's dynamics and will

ly lie between 0. Z and 0.4 seconds. For simplicity, a fiued value of
ime delay is nsed in the present analysis. The value of 0. 3 seconds
en is an average time delay measured from records of the discrete-
-r tracking task discussed in Section 4.3.

It should be noted that the block diagram of Figure 16 is known as
mpensatory tracking model, which means that the pilot operates only on

lifference ( 0 ) between ihe air-)ae's pitch attitude and the commanded

%attitude. In real life, of course. C. pilot also derives information

1 ., , and various motion cues, In a crude sense, however, the
pensatory model does describe what the pilot is trying to do with the
Lane., and it has the advantage that it Is relatively simple to analyae.
idition, it appears adequate to eopLain the more important aspects of
ud. tracking, a will be shown in Section VU.

With the form of the tracking model chosen, the objective of the

Vsis will be to determine the pilot model parameters ( X,@ . ! .C

the closed-loop 0/ characteristics which represent how the pilot

ally flew each configuration evaluated in the experiment. To aid the
er In understanding the terminology used in the remaining subsecti'ms.
ollowing should be noted
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(1) -i-- is the open-loop transfer function of the airplane
FS

plus control system.

a is the open-loop transfer function of the airpia4e

plus, control system plus pilot.

is the closed-loop transfer function of the airplane

plus control system plus pilot.

(2) The terms "open-loop" and "closed-loop" are meant to
apply to the block diagram shown in Figure 16. Any FCS
loops around the airframe are always assumed to be

closed when computing the e/ characteristics.

6. Z The Pilot's View of Good Track.ng Performance

The first step in the analysis is to ideutify the performance which
the pilot is trying to achieve when he "adapts" to an airplane configuration.
The pilot comments indicate quite clearly that he wants to acquire the target
quickly and predictably, with a minimum of overshoot and oscillation. The
question that remains is how to translate this observation into nathematical
terms.'

References 17 and I8 express tracking performance in ternn of the
following open-loop and closed-loop parameters:

() The pilot tries to achieve a particular value of the open-

loop gain-crossover frequency, 4d (the frequency at

which sV0, . 0 dB).

(1) The pilot tries to minimiae any low-frequency, closed.

loop *droop* (hold 1Y4j as near 0 dB as possible. for
o)4)

(3) The pilot tries to maintain good high-frequency stability by
keeping the damping ratio of any closed-loop oscillatory
modes greater than 0. 35, and by maintaining a phase margin
of 60 to 110 degrees.

These criteria are ehown on the bode plot of Figure 17.

The perarirna -e parameters of References 17 and 18 are well
accepted performancs measures in servo analy~is, For flying qualities
analyses, however. it aeer.s mr* direct to express All the peiformance
mea4eus a terms of what tho pilot seeso i.e., i terms of closed-loop

?tWameteas.
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The pilot's desire to "acquire the target quickly and predictably"
seems to be related to low-frequency performance (the Bode characteristics
in the frequency range from 0. 5 to 3 rad/sec, roughly). In the terminology
of References 17 and 18, the pilot is trying to achieve some minimum value

of We, while minimizing the closed-loop droop for frequencies below W.

+20 -OPEN-LOOP (GIG

CLOSED-LOOP (A/12 )
+10 I

AMPLITUDE a r035

.10 MINIMIZE DROOP

0~

PHASE

DOEG
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To express low-frequenjy performance completely in terms of closed-loop
parameters for the present analysis, a parameter called closed-loop band-
width (BW) is first defined: the frequency at which the closed-loop phase

-- 4. /ee ) is -90 degrees. (For a simple second-order closed-loop

system, BW would be equal to the system's undamped natural frequency.)
Using this terminology, it is hypothesized that the pilot is trying to achieve
some minimum value of BW. For frequencies below BW, he wants to min-
imize the clooed-loop droop. Figure 18 shows these parameters applied to
the closed-loop Bode plots of Figure 17.

+20-

06

.10 t MINIMIZE
DROOP

0,,

40 Im

Figure 18. Tracking Performance Parameters Used
in the Analysis.
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The pilot's desire to acquire the target *with a minimum of over-
shoot and oscillation" seems to be related to high-frequency stability. In the
terminology of References 17 and 18. the pilot is trying to maintain a min-
imum damping ratio of 0. 35 for any closed-loop oscillatory modes (see

Figure 17). Because the closed-loop #46 responses are al~ least third-

order, however, the amount of oscillation which the pilot sees is a function
of more than closed-loop damping ratio alone. This can be seen in the
following sketches of closed-loop attitude response.

STEP Qe INPUT

10# IRD ORDER

TIME

LOO to a-a

The oscillatory modes in both responses have the same natural frequency

and 4amping ratio ( 9 u Z8). but the oscillation in the third-order response

is smoothed by the presence of a first-order pole ( It a0. 5 sec). Thus. it
would appear that the amount of oscillation which the pilot sees is better

described by the magnitude of the closed-loop Bode resonance, I1'o6 'MKt

than by damping ratio alone. For purposes of the present analysis. there-
fore, it is hypothesized that the pilot is trying to minimize the resonant

peak. l10 ,A (see Figure 18).



To summarise, it is hypothesized that the pilot is trying to achieve

good low-frequency performance (a reasonable bandwidth, with a minimum of

low-fr rquency drop). plus good high-frequency stability ( JI&IMA as

small as possible).

6.3 Tracking Performance Standards

Section 6.2 described the varioul-closed-loop performance param-
eter3 which are of importance to th. pilot. The next step in the analysis is
to put numerical limits on these parameters, which describe the "standard
of performance" the pilot is trying to achieve in performing the required
tracking tasks.

A helpful guideiiidetermining the performance standards lies in
the pilot comments conrang wihat the pilot does when he cannot achieve
good low frequency perffrannce without causing oscillatory tendencies. The
pilot typically complains that if he flies the airplane as aggressively as the
task demands (i. -. & keeps the bandwidth up), he gets overshoots or PlO
tendencies. If he backs off and flies the airplane smoothly, he can reduce
the oscillatory tendencies, but his performance is not adequate for the task.
When faced with such a trade-off, the pilot's ratings seem to be primarily a
function of the compensation required to achieve good low frequency perfor-
mance, and the oscillatory tendencies that result. In view of these con-
siderations, the following performance standards are assumed for purposes
of the present analysis.:

(1) A minimum bandwidth (BW)mn of 3.S rad/sec( 4 ON 4 .9,0

at &) a 3. 5). This value ws determined by trying a few

values of BW in the analysis of a cross-section of configura-

tions, until the resulting values of '1w/4 1 max correlated

qualitatively with the pilot comments concerning PIO tendencies.
It should be noted, however, tkat certain limitations of the
experiment apparently caused the pilot to ass (BW)min
30 rad/sec for the ZSO knot confIgur a ons, as will be
explained in Section 7. 1.

(Z) A maximum low-frequancy droop of -3 dB was selected some-

what arbitrarily ( 44j - 3 dB for W a 13W). (For a

simple second-order closed-loop system with IC 0.7,
1 0 "c1 . t- dB st BW

These performance stadards are summarised in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Tracking Performance Standards Used in the
Analysis.

The remainder of the analysis is devoted to determining specific

values of , &, which will achieve the performance standards

of Figure 19, with a minimum of high-frequency resonance (low values of

1 0/06Jrfax ). The pilot ratings for each configuration should then be

(uncti~n.of 4. 01 i and jG&I may.
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6.4 Use of the Nichols Chart

To apply the performance standards of Section 6. 3 in the closed-

loop analysis, it is necessary to have a method to convert the open-loop

- 0 ) Bode characteristics into the closed-loop ( 0/or ) character-

istics. The ( 4/' ) transfer function is really nothing more than a

transformation of ( / ) according to the following equation.

One of the simplest and most illustrative methods for effecting this trans-

formation is to plot the ( #/4. ) amplitude veraus phase on a Nichols

chart. A Nichols chart is simply a plot showing lines of constant closed-
loop amplitude and phase on a grid of open-loop amplitude versus phase.
Figure ZO shows a Nichols chart, with the performance standards of Figure
19 transformed onto it.

6.5 Form of the Reguired.*Compensation

To determine specific values of K# . . for a given con-

figuration, it is first necessary to determine the form of the compensation
which the pilot will employ (i... whether lead compenagtion or lag com-
pensation Is required).

To determine the form of the required compensation. it is logical
to see first what can be accomplished by adjusting the pilot gain alone.
without lead or lag compensation. The pilot's transfer function (see Figure
16) then simplifies to:

U a transfer function or a Bode plot is available which describes the

dynatics of the icomplete FCS/airframe configuration, the open-loop Bode

characterlstics of /& (using the simplified pilot) can be obtained from

the folowing transfer fction;

-45 ()
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(The star (*) will be used throughout the rest of the report to signifiy 0/'9

characteristics of the form shown here, i.e., no pilot lead or lag compen-

sation. All 4 characteristics without the star will be assumed to

include pilot compensation. )

f the Bode amplitude I '. I " is plotted versus the Bode phase

(We*) on a piece of transparent paper, the resulting curve can be

overlayed on the Nichols chart of Figure 20. The effects of changikg K#

can then be seen by sliding the amplitude-phase overlay vertically on the

Nichols chart. The value of Kp should be chosen so that the performance

standards are just barely met (the overlay should be positioned vertically so
that the amplitude-phase curve is Just barely above the hatched boundaries
of Figure 20 # for all frequencies less than (BW)min). If this is done, there

are three basic types of amplitude-phase overlays which can result, as
shown in Figure 21.

The form of the pilot's compensation for each curve in Figure 21 is
discussed below.

Curve A (limited by the bandwidth requirements alona).
S nthis cate, the closed-loop resonance (+12 dB for this
example) can be reduced by using lead compensation:

04

Lead compensation will cause the lower part of the curve to
shift upward and to the right, and may cause it to flatten
somewhat (curve A will become shaped more like curve C).
The compensated curve can now be shte4- downward to
reduce the resonance without reducing the bandwidth below
(BW)min' The droop will increase, however. The amont

of lead resulting in the least resonance will occur when th%
bandwidth can be made exactly equal to (BW)min and the

droop exactly .qual to -3 4D simultaneously (see discussion

of curve C).

Curve E (limited by the droop requirements alone).
In this case. the closed-loop resonance (+ 14 dl for this
example) can be reduced by using lag compeneatio:
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LAg compensation will cause the lower part of the curve to
shift downward and to the left. and will also cause it to
steepen (curve B will become shaped more like curve C).
This will resulZ in a reduction in the resonance. The amount

of lag resulting in the least resonaace will occur when the
bandwidth can be made exactly equal to (BW)min and t~e droop

exactly equal to -3 dB simultaneou~ly (ziee discussion of

curve C).

Curve C (limited by the bandwidth ind droop requirements
simultaneously). No value of the pilot's compensation in
the assumed form wilU reduce the closed-loop resonance
(in this case, + 3 dB) without either increasing the droop or

decreasing the bandwidth. For example. lead compensation
will cause curve C to become shaped more like curve B. In
this case, the resonance will be increased if the droop is
held at - 3 dB. Lag compensation will cause curve C to
become shaped more like curve A. Again. tho resonance
will be increased if the bandwidth is held at (BW) min Thu:,

for curve C, the pilot can be expected to use no compensaion
at all

Note that the pilot would probably not use lead or lag compensation for any
curve having a resonance of lest than 0 dB, asing Kf alone.

With the form of the compensation determined for a given configura-

tion. it remains to determine th) "op mum" choice oC T and

6. 6 %Cbs "Oetim um" Pilot Compttnoation

To determine the value of to and I (or A given configuration.
it is first necessary to defiae what is meant by the "optimum" compensation.
In general terms, it is the compensation which will tnlmize the c'osed-loop
resonanct, while still meetinS the perzormance standards. The following
diocussion defines it more specifically.

The *optimum' lead compensation will provide the most positive

increase in s (V e) for dhe least flattening of the amplitude-phase

Curvt, in the general vicinity of w i (BW})in . (Refer to discussion of

crve A. Section 6.S.) The flttenin3 tendency is primarily relAted to the
fact that the increment in open-Loop amplitude contributed by lead compen-

&iaton. is positive and increases with W) along the curve.
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That is, 1J0'1-. f Vd ("'PS 44 is Positive for lead compensation, as can be

seen from Figure 22. Thus, the; "optimum" lead compensation is that which

will provide the most positive 4 for the least positive value of

in the vicinity of 0 = (BW)min

Referring again to Figure 22, the variations in amplitude slope and

phase with frequency can be seen, for any givan value of 04/A.

For both lead compensation ( 4t /r0, ' 1 ) and lag compensation

( 141 • I ), the amplitude slope and phase are shown to increase to

maximum values at some intermedlate frequency, then decrease again as

W increases to infinity. The frequency at which both maxima occur is

centered (logarithmically) between V/,, and Ar, i. e.. w = (Z,. It *A

These trends can be seen more readily if the amplitude slope is plotted

versus the phase for various values of t . as in Figure 23.

From Figure Z3, it can be seen that the most positive phase for a given

positive slope will always be obtained when ( i I ) is zero. Thus the

*optimum" lead compensation is pure lead ( a = 0).

The 'optimumn lag compensation will provide the most steepening

of the amplitude-phase for the least negative increase in X &/a in the

general vicinity of 4) = (BW)min (Refe to diacussion of curve B.

Section 6. 5.) The steepening tendency is prinarily related to the fact that

[ - /iwi.a>) is negative (or lag compensation ( see Figure 2), Thus.

the *optimum A Lag cotpensation is that which will provide the most negative
I it. otiT

value Ofd nif(49a) for the least oiegative( ,..in the vicinity of W "

(BW)mi n  RIeerring again to Figure 23, it can be seen that the

most negative slope for a given negative phase will always occur at the

tenter freqt-ency, 0 e ( , , Since the primary area of

interest is ) * (,W)min' the fullowing expression will be used to define

the "optimum" ILa cMpensation:

This means that tht lead and lag frequencies ( I/,, and

should always be chosen so that (DW) min is centered (logarithmically)
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between them. as shown in Figure U.

A mplitude-ph.%se curves for the *optimum" lag compensation dis-.

cus.ied above are hown in Figure Z5, for various values of T'O, /7,).

Also shown in this figure 0a the amplitude-phase curve for "optimum"
le-d compensation ('TO .--0).
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Using Figur. IS. the pilot compezsation can b. determined by

choosing the valuae of? or ( Ir/f. ) which will cause the bandwidth

to exactly equal (EW) mnand the wtaxinmur droop to exactly equal -3 dB.

This wMl result in the smallest resonance. while still meeting the perfor-
mance standards. The process can be accomplished very quicly by trial
and error, if the amplitWie-phave cuve of Figure IS is graphically added

to the uncompensated amplitude-phase overlay (4Vd# X .) for a

few trial valuee of or( tp, t ),

It should be mentioned thm the compensation described by

Figure IS is "optimum" in 4 crude sense, so that it may be possible to

find a different combination a4 f,, ind trp . for a given configuration.

which woutld rosult in a slightly smaller closed-loop resonance. The dif.
ferencos will be small, however, and Figure 2S has the advantage of pro-
viding a consistent and reasonably simple method for &pplyinq the compen.
satio%, as will be shown in the examples of Sectians 6. 7 and 6.8.
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I

6.7 Example of a Configuration Having Low 4)sp

The fi st example chosen.is a 250 kt configuration with a low

short-period frequency and good damping ( s = 2. 2 rad/sec. =

0.69)t with negligible control system dynamics (ID). A nominal elevator

gearing was used. so that Fs / a5 lb/g and K = .77 .

The first step in the analysis is to adjust the pilot gain alone,
without lead or lag compensaeon. The pilot's transfer function (see
Figure 16) then simplifies to:.

The open-loop Bode characteristics for the example configuration plus the

simplified pilot are shown in Figure 26 (for XP a 1. 0 Ib/deg).

The effects of changing X# can be seen by overlaying a plot of
I°/.0 versus ) on a NMchols chart. Such an overlay is shown

in Figure 7, positioned an the Nichols chart in an attempt to meet the
performance standards.

It is obvious from Figure 27 that a bandwidth of 3 rad/sec can

never be adhieved using X* alone, without driving the system unstable.

((BW)mi n is 3 radlsec for the 250 kt configurations, as will be explained in

Section Vii.) In this case, the pilot must use lead compensation to in-
crease the bandwidth.

Using Figure 25. the 'optimum" pilot compensation can be deter-

mined by choosing the value of ;, which will cause the bandwidth to

exactly equal 3 rad/sec and the maximum droop to exactly equal .3 dB.
This will result In meeting the performance standards with the smallest

resonance. An initial guess at the optimum value of ;,, can be made

from the following observations. Figure Z 1 shows that it the compensated
amplitude-phase curve is to have & low resonance, the compensated

* */os  at & a 3 radjsec will have to be somewhere near .130 degrees

(e. g., curve C). Figure 27 shows that the uncompensated 4 Ndo) at

W a 3 is roughly -190 degrees. Thus, the pilot's compensation should

provide about 60 degrees of phase lead at Wi a 3. Figure 25 shows that
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60 degrees of lead corresponds to *r 3 W = 1.77 or = 59 sec.

Using this value of *'r , the compensated amplitude-phase curve can be

determined by graphically adding the amplitude and phase of-Figure 25 to
the uncompensated curve of Figure 27.

The graphical addition process is illustrated in Figure 28, In
applying the process, the uncompensated amplitude-phase overlay of Figure
27 is positioned on the "optimum* compensation plot of Figure 25 so that each
of several frequencies, in turn, is located at the origin (the parttcuar
position illustrated in Figure 28 is for o z 3 rad/sec. After the compensated
amplitude and phase are determined for each frequency, the complete
amplitude-phase curve from Figure Z8 can be positioned on a Nichols chart
so that the performance standards are met forw & 3 rad/sec, as in Figure 29.
Normally, an educated guess at a modified value of 'r., must be made and
the process must be repeated to simultaneously achieve a bandwidth equal to
3 rad/sec and a droop equal to -3dB. In this example. however, the initial
estimate of Tp, has achieved the desired result without modification (as
shown in Figure 29).

Comparison of Figure 29 with Figure 27 shows that tha use of lead
compensation has allowed the pilot to reduce the resonance to a negligible
value, while maintaining a bandwidth of 3 rad/sec and a droop of -3 dB. A
summary of the open-loop and closed-loop characteristics for this configura-
tion is shown on the Bode plots of Figure 30.

6.8e Example of a Configuration Having High *3w,

The second example chosen is a &50 kt configuration with a high

short-period frequency and good damping ( WW a 9. 7 rad/sec, 1., a

0.63), with negligible control iPystem dynamics (3A). Again., F8 /4 a 5 lb/g

and .7 dei/ste

The first step in the analysis is to *ee whut can be accomplished
by adjusting the pilot gain alone, without lead or lag compensation. The
open-loop Bode characteristics for the example configuration plus the sim-

pified pilot raodel ( . K* " C -. are shown in Figure 31 (for 4, i

1.0 lb/deg).

The effects of changin| k can then be seen by overlaying a plot

of I versus ; (4/4) an a Nichols chart. Such an overlay is

shown in Figure 3Z. positioned on the Nichols chart so that KO Is just lArge
erough to meet the performance standards.
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*Notice that in achieving a droop of -3 dB, a resonance (which is almost zero
damped) occurs at W = 6. 3 rad/sec. Also notice that the bandwidth is
6 rad/sec. Obviously lag compensation can be used to reduce the resonance,
while still meeting the performance stanuards.

Using Figure 25, the "optimum" pilot lag compensation can be

determined by choosing the value of 1 #,t which will cause the band-

width to exactly equal 3 rad/sec and the maximum droop to exactly equal

-3 dB. An initial guess at the optimum value of / can be made by

observing that the uncompensated { at W 3 rad/sec is roughly

-100 degrees (see Figure 3Z). By analogy to the example of Section,6.7,
about 30 degrees of phase lag at W = 3 can be used. Figure Z5 shows that
this corresponds to / 3.0. Using this value of Tp , the.

compensated amplitude-phase curve can be determined by graphically
adding the amplitude and phase of Figure Z5 to the uncompensated curve
of Figure 32. Overlaying the compensated curve on a Nichols chart, an

educated guess at a modified value of ? / can be made which will

simultaneously achieve a bandwidth equal to I rad/sec and a droop of
-3 dB. The graphical addition process is illustrated in Figure 33, for

the i al value of T/,,' 2.5 ( ?t -And T can be found-from

Figure Z4). In applying the process, the uncompensated amplitude-phase
overlay of Figure 3Z Is positioned on Figure 25 so that each of several
frequencies, in turn, is located at the origin. (The particular position
shown in 'Figure 33 is for v a 6 rid/tec).

Fiquwe 34 sho"s the compensated amplitude-phlse curve from
Figure 33 po tio.aed ou a Nichols chart so that the perfo;mance standards
are met for W1 t I rad/sec. Comparison of Figure 34 with Figure 32 shows
that the ase of lag compensation hap allowed the pilot to reduce the closed.,
loop resonance to a negligible value, while maintaining a -3 dB droop and
a minimwn bandwtdth of 3 rad/vec. A summary of the open-loop and
closed-oop characteristits for thi configuration iv shown on the Bode plots
of Figuro 35.

6. 1 Factors Influentinj Pilot Opinion

The parameters T , , which the pilot would choose

in "adapting" to a particular cattiguration, together with the resulting
closed-loop performance characteristizs, can be deterrhined from the
preceding analysis. It now retains to relate the primary pilot opinion
factors, distussed in Sectioti 5. 1, .tO the various parameters determined
from the a-alysis. Based on adetailed study of the pilot comments
jAr dix . the follow'ing relatiort-3hips are oiferee.
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(l) PIO Tendencies It seems straightforward to relate the
pilot's complaints of oscillatory tendencies to the closed-loop

resonance f8/1'M/.,

(2) Pilot Compensation It would seem that the pilot's com-
ments concerning his compensation are closely related to
whether he has to generate phase lead or phase lag (over
and above the phase lag caused by his 0. 3 second time delay).
Since the phase characteristics are most important for
frequencies in the vicinity of the bandwidth, it seems logical
to describe the pilot's compensation in terms of the following
phase arigle:

4 ( J T h i -r l ) I"

This phase angle can be determined from Figure 25 for the

particular value of ( T' / tp, ) or TO, used. For the

example of Section 6.8, Figure 25 shows that 4., is -25

degrees at W) a 3 ( tp,/'p 1  = 2. 5). For the example of

Section 6.7, v, is + 60 degrees ( "2', a . 59, Tot eo =

1. 77 at w = 3). A., will be positive for lead compensation

and negative for lag compensation. Thus, when the pilot

complains of having to "overdrive" the airplane, 4. will

probably be positive. When he complains of having to "fly

It smoothly", * will probably be negative.

(3) Stick Forces During the experiment, the pilots often
complainedof the incompatibility between the steady stick
forces and the initial forces (or forces required for tracking).
It is clear, from the comments, that the steady forces
referred to are related to the steady-state stick force per g
(F /n) . The comments concerning tracking forces are
probably related to the pilot's gain; but since the pilot uses
the term "initial" forces, 9p is clearly not the gain in ques-
tion since it is a steady-state gain. Because of this, it
would seem logical to use the pilot's gain at some inter-
mediate frequency (say, at W1 = (BW)min) as a measure

of the tracking forces. To this end, the following gain is

defined:
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Kp /j4tp,
where l /a,

The easiest way to compute K,, is from the following

compensated open-loop characteristics:

FSW

Ks

For the example of Section 6.8, Figure 34 shows that:

Je/ j = -4.5 dB = 0.60

and Figure 31 shows that (Figure 31 is based on Fs /*
I ~s lJg):

lehlI = .3.5 dB 0.67 deg/lb

so that
K w = 0.90 ib/deg

* As will be shown in Section 7. Z, X'w appears to have

been a strong factor in only a few configurations evalated
in the present experiment.

If the value of K,* is desired, it can be computed from

as follows:
6
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K, 4 I;~ ; t(W).w

For the present example. the magnitude of the compensation
at W) = 3 is -4 dB (determined from Figuvre 25 with K
- Z5 degrees), or 0. 64 in linear magnitude . Thus, 04

0. 90 (0. 64)1 1. 4 lb /deg

The purvose of Section VUI is to correlate /s/e..1"'. I(Ow

with the detailed pilot cornments and ratings.
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SECTION VII

APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS TO THE

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Each configuration evaluated in the present experiment was analyzed
using the techniques presented in Section VI. For each configuration, the
various parameters resulting from the analysis are presented in Appendix I.
along with the pilot comments. Appendix I also presents open-loop and
closed-loop time histories and Bode plots for each configuration. In addition,
Tables II and II summarize the more important parameters from the analysis.

The purpose of Section VIT is to discuss the results of the analysis,
beginning with a discussion of the importance of closed-loop bandwidth.
Next, the pilot comments are explained in light of the analysis and the pilot
ratings are correlated with the analysis parameters. Finally, the analysis
is applied to the results of some special T-33 flights and to the HOS data.

7. 1 Effect of Bandwidth

One of the first things which became apparent during the analysis

was the importance of (BW) min' To illustrate its importance, considcr

configuration 4E. This configuration has a low short-period frequency( 4kx

3.4 rad/aec) ith good damping. and considerable lag in the control 3ystem

1T/ 4a 3. 3/rd/sec).

If thi analysi, of Section VI is applied to this configuration, lead
compensitio is required to achieve any reasonable bandwidth. A value

of 4. lP e ual to + 71 degrees is needed to achieve a (BW)min of 3 rad/

fec, and the/raoulting resonance ( 1/e. I ) is + 6 dB. (This would

correspond o a . Z5 for a simple second-order system.) If (BW)min

is 3.5 rad/ ec, however, W of + 78 degrees is required. and the

7'esonance lecomes very large (+ 1Z d). This appears to be a rather
dramoAtic c4nge in the closed-loop resonance for a rather small change in
(BW'jmin' |Befo-e conciuding tbat this is unrealistic, however, consider

two separat6 araluations of tho same configuration by Pilot M.

On F?ight No. 1040, Pilot M complained of some tendency to PIO
dur~ing attitud traqkng tasks, but thc P1e's were not fulloWown. He gave
the airplane a Pt ot S.5, with a PIO rating of Z. S. On Flight No. 1071,
Pilot M complained that the aitplant was PiO prone, wit large amplitude
oscillations. He )bserved that any aggreusive tacking or maneuvering ied
to Pie's. He assigned the airplant a PA of 8.5 and a PIO rating of 5.
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It is clear that Pilot M was not striving for the same standard of
performance for both evaluations. The comments give the impression that
the pilot flew the configurations more aggressively on Flight 1071 than on
1040. This could be interpreted as meaning that he was striving for a higher
(BW)mi n . With these ideas in mind, a resonance of 6 dB (for BW = 3) seems

consistent with the PIOR of 2. 5 on Flight 1040, while a resonance of + 1Z dB
(for BW = 3. 5) appears to explain the PIOR of 5 on Flight 1071.

The pilot comments for thi two flights also indicate differences in
the IFR tracking tasks. On Flight 1040, Pilot M commented that he never
got into anything that approached a full-blown PIO during the IFR tracking
tasks. During Flight 1071, however, he said that he could get intc, beautiful
PIO's when he tried to do the job. Typical IFR tracking records for the two
flights are shown in Figure 36. The discrete error records show that the
airplane initially reached the target sooner on Flight 1071, clearly indicating
a higher closed-loop bandwidth. A price is paid for reaching the target
sooner, however, in the form of more pronounced oscillations. The
random-error records show the same trend: Flight 1040 shows decreased
oscillations, but the low frequency performance is poor.

I

On the basis of the above considerations, it can be seen that the
closed-lo9p bandwidth the pilot is trying to achieve, (BW) min' is a very

important flying qualities paramoter,. for two reasons-,

(1) It has a very strong efect on PIO tendency (closed-loop
resonance), as well as the pilot compensation required.

(2) It is a very-difficult parameter for the pilot to quantify.
The reason for this is that BW is simply a measure
of how aggressively the pilot feels he must initially move /
the nose up to the target, and is based on his experience /
and the task being evaluated. (The importance of
defining the task precisely In a flying qualities exper-
kment is obvious.)

It is felt that these two considerations may be the major factors
responsible for the scatter in pilot comment and rating data which In char-
acteristic of many flying qualities experiments. In fact, it is remarkable
that pilots are able to perform evaluations as consistently as they do, in
view of the strong effects of (BW) mmn

Aside from the influence of (BW) min on scatter in the data, there

is one other effect in the present experiment which should be mentioned.
One of the evaluation limitations discussed in Section 4. 5 is that the buffet
boundary of the T-33 at Z50 knots apparently caused the pilots to fly the
250 knot configurations somewhat less aggressively than the 350 knot con-
figuratiors. This would suggest that the pilots decreased (BW)m'n for the
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low-speed cases. Analysis of the 350 knot data, using a (BW)min of 3.5

tad/see, resulted in values of 4 and 1D/k I., which correlated very

well with the pilot comments. The pilot comments for the 250 knot configura.

dLons. however, were not as severe as the results of using (BW)min , 3.5

would indicate. A value of (BW)min equal to 3 rad/sec was then tried for the

low speed cases, which resulted in good correlation with the comments.
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Therefore, to account for the fact that the pilots flew the low speed
configurations somewhat less aggressively, the following values of (BW) mi n '

were used in analyzing the results of this experiment.

Vind (BW)min

250 kt 3.0 rad/sec

350 kt 3. 5 rad/sec

7.2 Correlation with Pilot Comments

The purpose of this subsection is to interpret the pilot comment data
of Appendix I in terms of the various parameters resulting from the pilot-
in-the-loop analysis. The various comment categories from Appendix I will
be handled in the following way.

Stick Forces Stick forces, per se, and the selection
elevator gearing will be discussed in detail only whe.
the forces appear to be a strong factor in the overall
pilot opinion. A more detailed discussion of stick
forces will be given in Section 7.4.

Predictability of Response and Attitude Control/
Tracking Capabilt The comments' under thee two

headinos are the primary pilot opinion factors for
virtually every configuration evaluated. They form the
core of the following discussions and will normally be
correlated with the parameters 404 and.I

Normal Acceleration Control This will not normally be
iTined eCause thM Miculties in g control are

usually similar to those of attitude control, but are less
severe. In a few cases, however, g control seems to
be equally as difficult as attitude control; these cases
will be discussed.

Effect of Random Disturbances This will not be die-
MseiTuness it a strong factor.

1FR Problems These comments usually deal with prob-
Lemico unterad during the IFR tracking tasks. If
important, these comments will be incorporated into
the discussions of attitude controlitracking capability.
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Good Features and Objectionable Features These
comments summarlse the specilic comments above,
and will be incorporated into the specific discussions.

To aid te reader in following the discussion of the pilot comments,

Figure 37 relates 6/0e6 I to the damping ratio of a second-ordermax

system having the same Wa, max

WbMqOD4DER ss

4

01 02 *A CA 1.0 L03 w.

1AVWNG SAM I#/&_IMAX

Figure 37. Damping Ratio of Simple'Second-Order System

as a Function ofjij a

This is a crude relationship at best because the actual system is not second

order, but it should give the reader some physical feeling for the parameter

l Q.f,,.* Perhaps a better appreciation for the physical sinificance of

Isho:A can be obtain*d by referring to the closed-loop time histories

shown in Appendix I for each configuration.
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Configuration I (A to G), !4t0 =Z. 2, 3e =O.69, v/a =18.5

The pilot-in-the-loop analysis predicts pilot lead compensation.

Xf . + 60 degrees, for the base configuration for this grup (Conifiura-

tion ID) with no tendency to oscillate in pitch attiude tracking io/ c Imax.

0 dB. According to the pilot comments, the principal problem with this
configuration is centered around the slow initial response. The pilot must
learn to "overdrive" the airplane to achieve the desired initial response,
then quickly take out the input at.th,! response develops in ordter to stop the
airplane on a target. He often describes the control inputs required as pulse-
like. In this situation, the final response is difficult to predict and some
pilot effort is required to learn the correct control inputs to quickly and
accurately acquire a target. The initial forces appear heavy to the pilot and
lighten up dramatically as the 'response develops. The pilot must learn to
anticipate the airplane's response; in other words, he must introduce lead
compensation. Pilot W's comments indicate that he can iearn to g#.nerate the
required lead compensation but only with some effort. Pilot M, on the other
hand, expresses difficulty in predicting the final response and complains of
ov.ercontrolling or overrhooting tendencies in g control, as well as in pitch
attitude control. The pilots refer to overcontrol in g as a "digging-in*
tendency which is bothersome. In summary, the pilot comments make no
mention of oscillations, which is consistent with the predicted resonar ..e of
0 di). However, there are complaints about overcontrolling tendencies. It.
is apparently difficult for the pilot to consistently generate the considerable
lead compensation required to achieve the desired performance. This dif-
ficulty leads to poor precision of control, as shown by the pilot ccmments.

The closed-loop analysis indicates that the addition of moderate con-
trol,-syetern lead to the base configuration is beneficial. For example, in
ConfIguration lB , reduced lead compensation + 35 degrees) is pre-

dicted and the resonance is still very small (4 0.5 dB). The pilot comments
are, in general, consistent with these values. There are no oscillatory
tendencies noted and Pilot W comments that a fast-pulse technique was usod
with success, confirming that some lead compensation is needed. Minor
complaints are made about the airplane's tendency to "dig in" or overshoot.
which reflects the difficulty that the pilot has in accurately generating the
required 14d. particularly in gross maneuvers.

With furiher increase in control-system lead, as in Configuration IA,

the analysis indicates a + 7 dB resonance and the requirement for some

pilot lead compensation. = + ZO degrees. The pilot comments indicate

that the main problem is in pitch attitude control, although considerable
scatter exists in the pilot ratings and comments for this configaration. The
comments show that it is difficult to acquire a target, the response takes off,
and the final response is oscillatory with some PIO tendency in the IFR
trzcking tasks. These comments are consistent witn the trend predicted in
the analysis, although the + 7 dB resonance is perhaps more severe than the
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.1cowmants indicate. Rapid pulse-type inputs ara used, correlating with the

predicted requirements for pilot lead compensation. The problems noted
for g control are similar to the pitch attitude control problems. The pilot
comments also indicate a problem with the stick forces which may have

tinfluenced the pilot ratings. A discussion of the possible reasons for this
problem will be made in Section 7.4.

For Configuration IC. which has the same control-system lead char-

acteristics as IB but with 4,,. = 16 rad/sec, tha closed-loop analysis predicts

a + 2 d resonance and the requirement for more lead compensation than for

lB ( + 42 degrees). The pilot comments for Configuration IC do

show increased problems with pitch attitude control and confirm the require-
ment for lead compegdation.

ConfiThe addition of control-system 14g to the base configuration, an in'
SConiauram9s E , F and G, results in increased problems with oscillations

in-precision-tracking and increased pilot lead compensation. - In Confi8 ra -

tion 1G for example, the pilot says the tracking capatility is poor, priAc
tically nil. with PIO's occurring in tight tracking and that pulse-Like iiputs
are required. The closed-loop analysis adequtely predicts the trend toward

* large oscillations in pitch attitude when tracking, as well as the-large lead
compensatioa required to get the desired performance. For example. the

analysis predicts a %6ro damped oscillation for Configuration IG# Ir/4tvMaX

o. and 4j + 80 degre es.

Figure 38 shows the at, 1 , and o time histories from the

fUght records for the discrete-error tracking task for Configuration 1G.
* These records clearly show the pitch attitude troeking problems that the

pilot has in tryn to follow the step change in pitch attitude commanded by
the tracking needle. The frequency of the zero damped oscillation in Qt

is 3 ad/sec ( 0. 2) which corresponds well with the, resonance frequency

* of Z.7 ra/sec predicted in the analysis. The very large. rapid E inputs

substantiate the predicted requirement for pilot lead compereation.

Conigurationoj (A to). _), -4.9, 0 aO.70, l/U - 18.5

The base configuration for this group, Configuration ZD, is described
as a nice airrtane with good maneuvering characteristics, but with a slight,
tendency to overshoot the target. The predicted resonance of + Z dB and
A a -5 degrees is certainly consistant with the pilot comments jot t is
confleuration.
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For thn, gtaaIon which ha. coniisrab e lead in the co trolsystem. the ow Omin*t~b on tendency to overshoot when flown aggre.-
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The analysis predics a, ) 43 resonance and 4 a -6 degrees. wii¢

asse consitent wilth the pilot comment.

The effect of reducing the va of Cs from 63 rad/eec in Configura-

+ 7 d8 tad leave a- aarly unchangjed at -40 degrees. The pilot commen~ts

for t. law S evaluations df Configjuration ZB, show iswra sd concsrn with _

tiverchoolg the target and occasionally get~lng out of phla with the air- "....

plae ro posae. The commeats also describe the need for smooth Inputs
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(lag compensation). These observations tend to correlate with the results
of the analysis.

When first-order lags are introduced into the control system of the
base configuration, as in Configurations ZE, F, H, and J, the analysis pre-
dicts a resonance which is approximately constant at + 3 dB and the require-
ment for increasing pilot lead compensation as the lag effects are increased.
The pilot comments descriibe similar trends. As the control system lag is
increased, the pilot comments describe the heavy initial forces and the need
to "overdrive* the airplane with greater regularity and emphasis, confirming
the need for increasing pilot lead compensation. The comments on the pitch-
attitude control describe tendencies to oscillate, gradually changing to com-
plaint* of overcontrolling as the control system lag is increased. This
indicates that the pilots' preoccupation with the closed-loop resonance is
giving way to poor predictability of the response due to increased lead com-
pensation.

For the two configurations with co, a 16 rad/sec, 'in addition to a

first-order lag in the control system (Configurations 20 and Ul), the analysis
predicts increased resonances and more pilotead compensation than for the

same configurations with co = 63 rad/sec (2F and H). The + 6 dB resonance

and 4 =a + 35 degrees predicted for Configuration 2G are consistent with

the pilot comments, which complain of the tendency toward PiO's and the
heavy initial forces. For Configuration 21. a resonance of + 7 dB and

4.0& a + 59 degrees is predicted. The pilot comments indicate PIO prob-

lems and complain about heavy initial forces, confirming that pilot lead com-
pensation is used, The PIO tendencies for both configurations appear to be
somewhat more severe than predicted by the analysis.

Configurations 3 A_ to E) , 9.W 7 V, a 0.63, /' U 18. 5

The analysia predicts that the base Configuration (3A) will require

lag compensaiol ( 4-, a -25 degrees) and the resonance will be negligible

( o/k I m a Id). The pilots comment that the airplane is initially

very abrupt and that it must be flown smoothly. This is consistent with

Xp a -25 degrees. However# there are comments that Indicate over.

shoots or *bobbling' tendencies on target, which are not consistent with a
resotance of -l dB. Much of this tendency to oscillate is explainable in
terms of the lag compensation required, which pilots Apparently do not like
to use. The problem with lag compensation is related to the fact that it is
difficult to apply smooth inputs consistently in the context e( the fighter mis-
sior. For Configuration 3A. the 25 degrees of lag compensation is necessary
to prevent oscillations, so that oscilations will obviously result whenever the
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pilot inadvertontly applies an abrupt input, Figure 39 illustrates the ex-
treme effect of removing the lag compensaon entireiy (for constant pilot
gain Kp). It is important to note that this effect does not occur with lead

compensation, since the removal of lead compensation will not cause the
lower part of the amplitude-phase curve to flatten appreciably (it may even
cause it to steepen).

In addition to the difficulty of consistently applying lag compensa-
cion, the "bobbling" tendencies seem to be related to light initial stick forces.
The pilots complain that the airplane is sensitive, that the light initial forces
lead to unwanted inputs, and that the stick must be held rather lightly. The
effects of light initial forces will be described in more detail in Section 7.4.
The tendenc;,es to oscillate and bobble are accentuated by the random noise
disturbances (simulated turbulence), which cause the pilot to continually
force the nose back onto the target.

It should be mentioned that when Configuration 3A was evaluated
early in the program (Flights l03 and 10Z4), there were problems with
coupling between the variable-stability system and the T-33's wing bending
modes. Other than to cause the pilots to select unusually high stick forces,
this coupling did not appear to have a strong effect. The coupling was
reduced on later flights by evaluating this configuration at lighter fuel
weights.

As control-system lag is added to the base configuration, the anal-
ysis indicates that the required lag compensation lessens significantly, and
the resonance increases very slightly. For Configuration 3C, no compensa-
tion is predicted, and the resonance is + Z. 5 db. The comments indlcat2
some improvement over the base corfiguration, in that it is no longer
necessAry to use smooth inputs, and the initial forces are more reasonable.
The bobbling tendencies due to light initial forces for the base configuration.
however, are now replaced with slight overshooting due to the + Z.5 dB
resonance.

As the control-system lag continues to increase, the analysis pre-
dicts that the resonance will become Insignificant again, but lead compensa-
tion will be needed. For Confisuration 3E. considerable lead compensation

,is predicted ( 4 a + 55 degrees). along with a negligible resonance

centr / max = -Z dB ). The primary complaints for this configuration

center around having to pulse the airplane and the fact that the stick forces
arQ initially heavy but lighten up as the response develops. This clearly
indicates the uae of lead compensation. The comments indicate very little
tendency to oscillate, which is compatible with the small resonance. The
pilot also complains of some tendency to overshoot, which is probably re-
lated to problems with the predictability of the response due to having to
use lead compensation.
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Configurations 4 (A to E, and P) 4Ok =5.0, Y, =0.28, n/er =18.5

The analysis predicts large resonances (greater than 10 dB) for all
the configurations in this group, with Configurations 4A, B and C requiring
pilot lag compensation, while Configurations 4D and E require pilot lead
compensation. The pilot comments for the configurations with appreciable
lag in the control system, 4B to E, all indicate serious problems with pitch-
attitude control, including full PIC's, and are therefore compatible with the
results of the analysis. However, the pilot comments for the base config-
uration, 4A. seem to indicate that the oscillatory tendencies are not quite
as severe as )redicted by the analysis (a resonance of + 10 dB).

A range of pilot compensation from = - 28 degrees for

Configuration 4A to -pc = + 57 degrees for Configuration 4E. it predicted

by the analysis. The pilot comments support this trend in general, although
specific correlations are not possible in every case. For example, in Con-
figuration 4A. the pilot describes the forces as going from light to heavy.

a consistent comment for -, = - 28 degree6. In Configuration 4E. 4

+ 57 degrees is predicted, and the pilot complains of very heavy initial
forces, which dramatically lighten ic the response develops. In all the
configurations of this group, the response to random disturbances is a prob-
lem, but the tracking characteristics of these configurations are generally
so poor trat this factor is not critical.

A sample of the in-flight discrete-error tracking records for Con-
figuration 4D is shown in Figure 40 to illustrate the pitch-attitude tracol'i
diffltiexperienced by the pilot. The analysis predicts a resonance of
+ 10 dB with 4 , n + 31 degrees. The oscillation of OE in Figure 40
appears to be clOse to zero-damped. which seems worse than a resonance
of + 10 dB would indicate. It must be understood, however, that the analysis
is intended only to predict PIO tendencies, and that the pilot's technique will
change when a PIO b-ecomea fully-Z hped. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that the frequency o the osciUation is between 4.5 and 4.8 rad/sec,
which is reasonably close In the predicted resonant frequency of 4. 3 rad/
sec. After studying Figurb 40. the reader will find it interesting to refer
hack to the C* response given for this configuration in Section 5. 3, which
falls completeiy nside the "satisfactory" C* envelope.

On Flight 1049, an electrical failure occurred, which caused the
T-J3's variable-stabiLity system to switch from stick iorce commands to
stick position commands. Thus, the base configuration (4A) was evaluated
with the feel &ystem in series with the rest of the control system (as de-
scribed in Section 3. 2). This configuration i designated 4P. Analysis
of Configuration 4P shows that the introduction of the feel-system dynamics
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into the 0/s transfer function causes the required pilot lag compensa-

tion to decrease from . x - Z8 degr- is to - 20 degrees and the

resonance to increase from + 10 dB to + 12 dB. The pilot comments
indicate that the oscillatory tendencies of Configuration 4A become more
severe with Configuration 4P (in at, they are now calied PIO tendencies).
The pilot rating increases from a 5 to a 7.

w4#7 4P

' \

Figure 40. In-Flight Record of a PiO Occurring
During Discrete-Error Tracking Task
(Configuration 4D, Plight 1057)

Configurations 5 (A to E) , 5. , 0. Ia. 1 /! * 18.5

The analysis predicts severe tracking problems for all the config-
urations in this group, I. e., resonances greater than + 12 4B. Pilot com-
ments for all the configurations indicate PIe problems when tight tracking
is attempted. However. the comments on Configuration SA do not seem to
indicate PIO tendencies quite ej severe as predicted by the analysis. Pilot
lag compensation is predicted for Configurations SA, B. end C and lead
compensation for SD end E. The pilot comments confirm these trends
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in pilot compensation roq~4red. For example, in SA the pilot comments on
the need for smooth contrcl inputs (lag compensation), while in 5E the pilot
had to try to anticipate the *esponse (lead compensation'. The pilots con-
sistently complain about the effects of the random disturbances, but in the
words of one pilot, they just make a bad configuration worse.

Configurations 6 (A to F) 'g, = 3.4, . 0.67. / = O-50

The analysis predicts that considerable lead compensation

( 4- = + 57 Oegrees) will be required for the baAe Configuration (6C),

but the closed-loop resonance will be small ( 10441* max =1 + 1. 5 dB).

The primary complaints are the sluggish initial ,aesponee," having to
Ioverdrive" the.airplane, having to use pulse-like inputs, and the fact that
the stick forces go from heavy to light as the response develops. These
comments certainly indicate that considerable lead compensation is being
used. There is no mention of oscillations, which is consistent with the
resonance of + 1. 5 dB. There are complaints of overcontrolling tendencies.
ho".ever, which appear in g control, as we.l as in attitude control. The
pilots refer to overcontroA in g as a *digging-in" tendency, which is quite
bothersome. The overcontrolling tendencies are felt to be a direct result
of the requirement for considerable lead compensation, which seems to be
difficult to generate accuritely. Thus, the final response is difficult to
predict with any degree of, recision.

The analysis shows at the addition of a small amount of control-
system lead to the base config ation is beneficial. For example, the pre-
dicted lead compensation for C figuration 6B is considvrably reduced

4 a 38 degrees)# and the)sonance becomes very small (+0. 5 dB).

The pilot comments indicate only,\inor problems. There was no indication
of oscillatory tendencies in trackig," which is consistent with a resonance
of + 0. 5 dB. Pilot W mentions thA the initial response seems a little bit
slow, which Indicates that some eb4 compensation is needed.

Lf more control-system leaa is added to the base configuration, the
analrsis predicts that the effects will be degrading. For Configuration 6A,

the compensation required becomes negligible ( A^ v + II degrees), but

the resonance increases to + 9 dB. Pilot W complains that the attitude con-
trol is 'bad" for large attitude changes, and that there is a tendency to
overcontrol in the IFR tracking tasks. These comments certainly indicate
some resonance, although the comment data is sufficiently sparse that it is
difficult to judge whether a + 9 dB resonance is reasonable (Pilot M's com-
ments were lost due to a malfunction in the voice recorder). Pilot W also
complains of a very abrupt Initial response, which indicates that the initial
stick forces might be a little light. This latter effect will be explained in
more detail in Section 7,4 .
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When control-system lag is added to the base configuration, the.
analysis predicts that the required lead compensation will rapidly increases
as will the closed-loop resonance. The pilot comments clearly substantiate
this trend. For example, the analysis shows Configuration 6E to have

Xj= + 78 degrees and a resonance of + 12 dB. The pilots comment that
the stick forces go from heavy to light as the response develops and that 4
pulsing technique helped, cliarly indicating the use of lead compensation.
In addition, the pilots complain of iitrong PIO tendencies.

Figure 41 shows a special record made during the evaluation of
Configuration 6E on Flight 1071 . It documents a classic PI0 which resulted
when Pilot M tried to acquire a distant target and track ft. The first cycle
of the PIO has a frequ~ency of about 4.4 rad/sec; the + 12 dB resonance pre-
dicted by the analysis occurs at about 3.9 rad/sec. After the PIO is fully
developed, the frequency increases to over S rad/sec. It ilaso ifiteiestig-
to note the rather large stick forces required to move the aosse of the air-
plane rapidly. This is further evidence that the pilot is *overdriving* the
airplane, i. e.. using considerable lead compensation. It should be under-
stood that the exact uature of a PIO obtained f rom a given configuration is
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somewhat dependent on how the pilot is flying the airplane, e. g. on the
bandwidth he is trying to achieve. For example, Figure 36 shows PIO's
obtained for Configuration 6E (also on Flight 1071) during the IFR tracking
tasks. The frequency of the P1e's shown on those records varies from
3.5 to 4.5 rad/sec.

Configurations 7 (A to H) . 0 )M 7.3. .73, 4/4 = 50

The base Configuration (VCr) should be a good airplane, based on

the analysis ( : + 13 degrees. 1 G/G, Max - 0 dB). The pilot

comments indicate a slight tendency to bobble on target. This may be
partially related to light initial forces, but seems to be minor. Overall,
the response was judged to be snappy -- good but a little abrupt.

A--ii-tro1 system lead is added to the base configuration, the
analysis-shows that the required compensation will change from lead to lag
and the resonance will increase somewhat. For example,, the analysis pre-

dicta X., - 10 degrees and a resonance of + 3 dB for Configuration 7A.

Thus, Configuration ?A should be a reasonably good airplane, with a slight
tendency to oscillate. The comrnentU Indicate some Incondistency between
the two pilots for this configur&tion. Pilot W sayt that the airplane is a
little too snappy, but is quite good overall. He makes no mention of over-
shooting tendencies. Pilot M, on the other hand, complains of soma over-
shooting In acquiring a target, and says that the light initial forces tend to
make the airplane sensitive to unwanted inputs. The light initial forces will
be discussed in more detail in Section 7.4. On the average, comments
seem to be compatible with the analysis.

As increasing amounts of control-system lag are added to the base
configuration, the analysis predicts that the resonance will gradually in-
c- ave to + 5.5 dB and the required lead compensation will rapidly increase
to + 30 degrees (for Configuration 7M). The pilot comments for Coafigur-.
tions 7D through 7H do sow an increalngly sluggish responve, wvit ton-

ncies to dig in and complaints of having to overdrive the airplane, all of
which indicate that more lead compensation Is ,equired. The comments do
not indicate any increased tendency to oscillate as the control system lag is
increased. In fact, there is a gradual transition in the comments from
complaints of *oscillatory tendencies' for Configuration 7D to "overcontrol-
ling tendencies" for Configuration 7H. This may indicate that thd poor
precision of control resulting from the large amount of lead required for
Configuration ?H overshadows tht osciUatory tendencies. It is difficult to
understand, however, why the overall pilot opinion suddenly changes from
satisfactory (for the bass configur&,Uin) to a pil't rating of 5. 5 when a
small amount of control system lag is added (Configuration 7D), and then
remains between a pilot rationg of 5 aad 6 when large amounts of lag are
added (Configurationo 7E, 7, ?H).
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In addition Go the foomewhat peculiar pilot ratings for Configurations
7D, 7E, 70, and 7H, the comments and ra~ings for Configuration 7F seem
to defy explanation, except to s"y that the two pilotsWere fling the airplane
differently, Each. pilot evaluated Configuration 7F three times. Pilot M
complained of having to overdrive the airplane somewhat and tendencies to
overshoot. His pilot ratings were very consistent: 3, 4, and 4. Pilot W
complains of having to use pulse-like inpute and PlO tendencies during
tight tracking. His pilot radng. were ulso very consisteot: three 7\'s.
Pilot W does commtnt that the PIO tendencies occur when he flies the air-
plane aggressively. This way indicate that he is striving for a higher band-
width than Pilot M, but why? Perh4ps the explanation of all the peculiari-
ties in Configurations 7D through 7H ts related to ;he frequent pilot comments
that the responses for these configurations are *peculiar" and difficult to
describe.

The electrical faire on Flight 1049 caused Configuration 7C to be
evaluated with stick position commands to the elevator (designated Config.
uration 7P). Analysis of Configuration 7P shows that the required lead
compensation has ncreas 1i1Tm- T 3-egrees Lor 7C to + 2Z degrees for
7P. In addition. the -esonance incrasos from 0 dB to + Z dB. The corn-
ments for 7P show that the pilot has to "take out some of the initial input in
order to achieve the desired response" and that there is an initial hesitation
in the responses whicb intdicates that he is using noticeable lead compensa-
tion. The comments for 7C, cn the other hand. indicate that the initial
response Is snappy, with 'no indcation of hxving to consciously overdrive
the airplane. In addition 7P show* tome tendency to bobble in tracking,
while 7X does not.

Configuratious,8JA to0. 11O 69, iu/.C 5

The awalysie predicts a resontnce of 0 dB with a smal amount of

lag compensation ( 4.,O a 10 der. ). for the baso Confiluration (8A).

"uv. the base configuratdop photgd be a good airplane. Pilot W indicates
that it Is basically a preotV good AirplMne. but he complains that the initial
response it too abrupt asd the airplaoe Is senuitive to inadvertent small
Inputs. Pilot M comments that the etick toLe es are itially very light,
then heavy uip as tbe respose develops. 14e also omplains that the air.
plane Is "nervous* and bobbles on target. Certalnily the comments indicate
the type of problems to be expected whon lag compensation is needed, but

\ the complaints seem more Oevere than a pilot 1:g oi - 10 degrees would
indicate. Much of the problem appears to be related to the light initial
forces per so, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.4. Pilot M
also points out that control in the presence of rmadom disturbances is no
good, although Pilot W does not mention this chAacteristic.

When control system tag is added to the base configuration, the
analysis Inaicates that the closed-loop resonance r'emains small (let's than
+ 1. 5 dB), which seems consistent with the comments. When moderate
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amounts of control-system lag are present (Con(igurations 8B and 8C). the

analysis shows that very little pilot compensation is r'equired ( X = 0,

+ 14 degrees, respectively). Thus, Configurations 8B and 8C should be
good airplanes. The comments indicate that this is the case, although there
are still minor complaints of light initial forces and bobbling tendencies.

As large amounts of control system lag are added to th base con-

figuration, the analysis predicts that the required pilot lea4 compensation

will become large + 3-8 degrees for Configuration 8D, and + 70

degrees for Configuration 8E). The comments for these configurations do
indicate a definite trend toward the use of lead compensation. The con-
mrents on Configuration SE , for example, describe the response as sluggish
with a necessity to overdrive the airplane. There is also an indication of
overshooting tendencies and problems with precision of control, which are
normally related to the difficulty of generating large lead compensation
accurately. However, the two pilots do not agree very well on the severity
of the problems for Configurations 8D and 8E. Pilot M considers the prob-
lems minor, while Pilot W feels that the problems are severe enough to
make both configurations unsatisfactory. Thus, the pilots appear to be
flying the airplane differently. e.g.. Pilot M may not be keeping his band-
width up.

Six Additional Configurations J9.to 14)

The six additional short-period configurations were evaluated
primarily by Pilot M. using stick position commands td the elevator. The
heavily damped, low frequency short-period coniijurations (9. 10. and 11)
were also evaluated with stick force commands, and neither the analysis
.nor pliot opinion seem to indicate any significant effects of the feel system
dynamics on the#e conifigurations. It should also be metioned tht during
some of the repeat evaluation* of these configurations, linrts were impos"
on the elevator-to-stick -force gearing, However, these limits were
incorrectly set* to that the minimum stick force per g allowed was too
large (approximately 8 lb/g). The pilot complained that the stick forces
were too high. but the high forces did not appear to have any major effect
on the overall evaluation.

For the heavily damped. low frequency configurations (9. 10. 11)

Ila/ z 18. 5, the analysis predicts no oscillatory tendencies and the re-

quirement for moderate to large pilot lead configuration. Configuration 9

Z. 3. 1,p t 1.7) a nd 10 ( Wsp a Z. 3., Ys * 1. Z) have a

resonance of -I dB and *X .+ 60 degrees. The pilot comments

emphasize the need to overdrive' the airplane, with the resulting heavy
initial forces,. and are therefore consistent with the predicted requirement
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for pilot lead compensation. The pilots do not comment on any oscillatory
characteristics but do complain that the airplane tends to "dig in" when
mineuvering. which causes problems in predicting the final response. It is
apparently difficult for the pilot to accurately generate the lead compensa-

tion required for preci;e control. For Configuration I I ( W = 3. 3,

*1= .1), the analysis predicts a resonance of - 1.5 dB and X-,,=
+ 45 degrees. The comments indicate that the pilot has to "overdrive" the
airplane a little to get it moving initially (lead compensation) and that he
could acquire a target quite well with no tendency to oscillate (resonance =
- 1.5 dB).

For Configuration 1Z ( 4, a 10, 1;3p 0.45, /a = 50).

* the analysis predicts a + 4 dB resonance and no pilot compensation. The
pilot comments note some difficulty in acquiring a target. with 3 or 4 oscil-
lations about the target. These commentu would appear to be a little more

; severe than the predicted resonance would indicate, but the analysis does
*point up some difficulty with pitch attitude tracking for this configuration.

As far an the pilot compensation is concerned, Pilot M comments that the
initial response is abrupt and that the stick forces go from light to heavy,
which indicates the use of lag compensatiQn. However, Pilot W also eval-
uated this configuration and commented that the initial response was pretty
good.

For Configuration 13 ( 13. . 2 0. 34. i/r 50).

the analysis predicts a + Z. 0 dB resonance and the requirement for pilot

lag compensation, f t - 6 degrees. According to the pilot comments.

unless the airplane is flown very smoothly (Lag compensation , the trAcking
caR bility is not good. For the tight control required during VFR tracking.

* the pilot notes that it is a different airplane - you junt can't track at all.
The pilot also notes a high frequency bobble around the tarSet which can
eventually be eliminated. The bobbling tendency appears to be related to
comments about the airplane being "nervous" and abrupt. These latter
characteristics will be discussed further in Section 7.4.

The analysis predict* a resonance of + I do and the requirements

for pilot lao compensation. 4-03. - 10 degrees. for Configuration 14

= 5.6, 0 . 23. r / a 50). The comments give no clear
indication of the pilot compensation used, which probably means that the
Compen4ation is slight. However, the comments do indicate difficulties in

acquiring a target and oscilltions about the target. which are not consistentwith the predicted resonance, This can be partially explained by. referring
to the Bode plots and time histories which accompany the pilot comnents

for Configuration 14 in Appendix 1. The closed-loop Bode plot (
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shows a second resonance at high frequencies, which is poorly damped.
The residue of this additional low-damped mode is large enough that it
appears in the closed-loop time history of pitch attitude to a step attitude
command. The high frequency resonanca is attributable to the high Wos,

and low IV , which cause the open-loop Bode amplitude ( /0/9./ )

to still be large on the second pass (at high frequencies) of the amplitude-
phase curve across the Nichols chart (Figure 42). Other aspects of the
oscillatory tendencies will be discussed in Section 7.4.

In all these high frequency'Configurations (12. 13. 14) there is
evidence from the comments that the response to external distirbances is
a problem and, no doubt, is a factor in the pilot rating.

7.3 Summary of Correlation with Pilot Comments

Based. on the detailed study of the pilot comments presented in
Section 7. Z. it is seen that the trends in the pilot comments, for various
combinations of short-period and control-system dynamics, can be nicely

explained in terms of the parameters Z0 and //4 / max" Of course.

there are aspects of the comments for individual configurations which are
not completely explained, but it must be remembered that the purpose of
the anaiysi. is to explain the causes of the more important piloting dif-
ficulties, not to show exactly how the pilot flies the airplane. With these
ideas in mind. the followino summary is presented of the pilot comments

associated with varioAi combinations of and / X / .

a 0 (no pilot compensation)

u /o/06I MAX is small (e.g. le than Z dB). a cofiguration

with small X-p, is normally a good airplane. The pilot describes it as a

responsive airplane. which makes it easy to acquire and track a target.
Pilots seem to prefer an airplane which require* a small amount of lead
compensation to one which requires a small amount of lag compensation.
In other words, he prefers to overdrive the airplane somewhat than to fly
the airplane smoothly. As the sise of the resonance increases, the pilot
first complains of overshoots. thn tendencies to oscillate. and finally,
strong PIO tendencies.

-6 Positive ( pilot lead compensation)

As previously mentioned, small amounts of lead compensation

appear to be no problem for the pilot to enerate. When 4. is Large
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(and positive), however, the pilot complains that the response is sluggish,
which causes him to "overdrive" the airplane or use "pulse-like" inputs.
Because he has to overdrive the airplane, the stick forces appear very
heavy initially and +.en lighten up as the response develops. If the closed-
loop resonance is small, the pilot will not mention any tendencies to oscil-
late, but will complain of tendencies to overcontrol and "dig in". The
overcontrolling tendencies apparently result from the difficulty of gener-
ating large values of lead accurately, so that the pilot has difficulty in pre-
dicting or anticipating where the nose will end up. These tendencies are
particularly bothdrsome to the pilot when making large attitude changes or
attempting large pullup maneuvers, because of the unexpectedly large g
levels which occur. The term " diggiig in" is descriptive of the unantici-
pated amounts of g obtained.

As the resonance increases (with *,#e large), the complaints of

overcontrolling tendencies are gradually replaced with tendencies to oscil-
late, and eventually, with comments on strong PIO tendencies.

.,ie. Negative ( pilot lag compensation)

Unfortunately, no configurations were evaluated in this program

- which required large amounts of pilot lag compensation. Howevei, the

values of W,# and control-system lead which caused pilot lag compensation
to be needed were fairly extreme values, so that perhaps practical airplanes

are unlikely to require more than moderate amounts o pilot lag.

When pilot lag compensation is required, the pilot comments that
the initial response is abrupt, which forces him to fly the airplane smoothly.
Because he has to fly it smoothly, the stick forces appear very light ini-
tially and then heavy up as the response develops. Even if the closed-loop
resonance predicted by the analysis is small, there will quite often be

/complaints of oscillations or "bobbles" on target. This is largely due to
the difficulty cf consistently applying smooth inputs, in the context of the
fighter mission. As shown in Figure 39, the closed-loop resonance can
become quite large if the lag compensation is reduced slightly (the pilot
forgets to smooth his inputs).

There are other factors which can contribute to bobbling tendencies.
For example, the discussion of Configuration 14 in Section 7. 2 (Figure 4a),
shows that a high frequency resonance can be present. In addition, the
large initial abruptness or sensitivity, in Itself, can cause inadvertent stick
inputs which make the airplane feel nervous". These latter effects will be
discussed in Section 7.4.

As the size of the cloded-loop resonance increases, of course, the
pilots begin to complain of increasing tendencies to oscilltce and PlO. In
addition, all the problems associated with configurations requiring pilot
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lag compensation can be aggravated by the presence of external disturbances,
such as turbulence.

Figure 43 presents the above pilot comment summyry in a more
compact form. The effects of pilot gain, which have not been discussed in

detail, will be explained in Section 7. 4.

PIO Tendencies

It is interesting to note that for the reasonably large ranges of

'0,p and 1/*r evaluated in the present experiment, both the analysis

ard the pilot comments clearly indicate the lack of any strong PIO tenden-

cies when j,. is fr -od and the control-system dynamics are negligible.

The reason for this is that some form of the pilot's compensation can be
found which allows the performance standards to be met with very slight

closed-loop resonance. The flying qualities may be degraded because of

the extreme values of 4 i but not because of strong Pl1 tendencies.

When S., is reduced, the PIO tendencies rapidly increase, as

the pilot comments for Configurations 4A and SA clearly show. The in-

crease in PIO tendencies with decreased is less pronounced when

40s, is high. as can be seen from the comments for Configurations IZ.

13. and 14. The results also indicate some PIO tendencies when extreme

values of control-system lead are combined with low 06 (Configurations

IA and 6A). and when low4requency. second-order control-system modes

are present (Configurations ZE. 20. 21). The most serious Ple's which
occurred during the present experiment, however, are attributable to the

addition of large amounts of control system lag ( ' ) to configurations

with low 4 0#p or low 1 (Configurations IF. IG, 4B to 4E,. 53 to SE.

6E. and 6F).

7.4 Effects of Pilot Gain and Control Sensitivity

As can be seen from the pilot comments of Appendix I. the pilots
often comment that the selection of elevator gearing is a compromise
between the initial stick forces (i. e.. the forces required to initiate a
maneuver) and the steady forces (i. e., Fz /it ). Au explained in Section

6.9. the pilot gain at W u (BW)min is a logical parameter to describe

the initial forces:
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The values of k" # (anded for each configuration evaluated in

this experiment are shown with the pilot comments in Appendix I. To

determine %hose parameters, values of ev adng were first calculated

for each configuration by the methods described in Section 6.9, using /f

Bode characteristics based on a value of Fs / ,m equal to 5 lb/g (K* 4Z..L

from Appendix IV). The total loop gain, 9, = 44 / / . was then computed.

To hold the closed-loop characteristics fixed for a given configuration as
the pilot changes the elevator-to-stick-force Searing, he must adjust his

gain to keep kL, constant (in addition to holding his compensation fixed).
Therefore. (and ky# ) are inversely proportional to . and directly

proportional to F, /i Thus, the values of and shown in

Appendix I were computed from the Fj /1 V 5 values for the configuration

and the actual FS/f selected, as follows:

/ CO

In addition to the 'values shown in Appendix L nominal values of

elm (based on the average F,. Q for each flight condition) are sho in in

Table MK. Because is W ictly proportional to FS I a the value of

V shown in Appendix I for any given flight is related to the value shown

for that configuration in Table M. as follows:

4. (' _ , V , * u °o
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To oltain a feeling for the range of satifactory values of KBW,

the pilot con'm/ents were again examined. Unfortunately, since the indepen-
dent variation of elevator-to-stick-force gearing was not part of the present
experiment, it is not possible to clearly separate the effects of KBW, per

se, from the effects of pilot compensation ( Z. ). The reason for this' /

is that the largest values of K BW are usually associated with large amounts

of lead compensation, so that it is difficult to tell whether the pilot is com-
plaining about the heavy initial forces alone (due to large KBW ) or the fact

that the forces go from heavy to light as the response develops (due to

large, positive 4,,. ). Conversely, the smallest values of KBW are

usually associated with lag compensation, so that it is difficult to separate
the pilot comments related to light initial forces alone (due to low KBW)

and those resulting-from the forces going from light to heavy ( - neg-

ative).

By examining the pilot comment data for small values of 4

5 to + Z degrees). it would appear that KBW. per se, did not have an

important effect on the configurations evaluated in this experiment.
However, the pilot does begin to comment on the light initial forces when
KBW be,:omes approximately 1. 0 lb/deg. For values of K BW as high as

Z. 5 lb/deg, the pilot is still describing the stick forces as comfortable,

For a number of configurations, notably 3A, 3B, 8A, 8B, 13, and
14, the pilot comments indicate tendencies to oscillate or bobble on target

which are more severe than the analysis predicts( // / max less

than + Z dB). In addition, the pilots feel certain that the freIuency of the
bobble is two or three times that of the larger-amplitude PlO s commonly
observed. These comments are usually accompanied by complaints of
sensitivity to inadvertent control inputs. One possible explanation of the
bobbling tendencies is that the high pitch-acceleration sensitivity of these
configurations is causing 'high-frequency inadvertent inputs. If this control

sensitivity is defined in terms of the peak Bode amplitude 1,0/6 max' it

can be computed from the 6/F s Bode plots of Appendix I for each cornfig-

uation, using the following expression:
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The values of max I for each configuration are shown in Table m,

based on an average value of F$ / 0 for each flight condition. It c"n be

seen that the control sensitivities for the above mentioned six configura-

tions are all greater than 0. 5 rad/seca

Whatever the exact cause of the bob~ling tendencies and sensitiv-

ity to unwanted inputs. values of WAS / m greater t 0.5 rad/seca
a lb

peerp to contribute to it. Of the configurations having control sensitivities
gre4ter than 0.5, the pilot comments indicate that roughly half (3A, 3B,
8A, \8B, 13 and 14) were downrated somewhat because of this tendency.

I It is interesting to note that Configurations 8A, 8B, 13 and 14 all

have high frequency "bump" in the closed-loop Bode t//'/ plots shown

in Appendix I, indicating a high frequency resonance. The cause of this bump
is illustrated in Figure 42 for Configuration 14. For Configuration 14, of
cours , the bump is large enough to appear as a bobble in the computed

closed, oop time history (also shown in Appendix I). The bumps for the
other tree configurations are not large enough to appear in the computed
time hstories. The discrete-error tracking records for all four configura-
tions, however, often show bursts of low-amplitude, high-frequencyoscillations
riding n the pitch attitude traces, which is consistent with the pilot
compai-ntt of bobbling tendencies. The frequency of these observed bobbles
is cLs I to the frequency of the bump in the Bode plot for each configuration.
Thu s 1 would appear that high control sensitivity somehow causes an
increas in high-frequency pilot gain, which increases the else of the bump
over that predicted by the present analysis.

7. 5 -Correlation with Pilot Ratings

SThe discussion of the pilot comments in Section 7. Z has shown
that the Iwo most important factors in determining.the pilot rating of a

\ configurition are% the oscillatory tendencies occurring during attitude

tckig.1 represented by /* Max ,.and the amount of pilot compensa-

tion required to achieve the desired standard of tracking performance. Apc.

Thi sectioft will discuss the correltion of these two parsmeters with the
pilo ratr data.

he pilot rating data of Pilot M and Pilot W for the basic FCS/
sho -per od configurations (IA to 8E) are presented in Figures 44 and

45. Thee plots of pilot rating against Ifell max and r contain
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all the evaluations performed in this part of the experiment, except for the
7 evaluations not used in the data analysis for reasons noted in Appendix I.
The closed-loop parameters for the configurations evaluated at high speed

( x/X = 50) are based on (BW)min = 3. 5 rad/sec, while those for the low-

speed configurations ( )/X = 18. 5) are based on (BW)min = 3.0 rad/sec

(see Section 7. 1). For convenience, Figure 46 shows the configuration
numbers for each closed-loop-analysis data point.

Note that pilot lad compensation was scmewhat arbitrarily limited

to = + 80 degrees for the analysis because values greater than + 80

degrees do not significantly imp.Athe closed-loop performance. This
restriction on A ,. reduced the BW achieved for Configurations IG and
bF, and reduced the low-frequency droop for Configurations IF, IG. 6F,
and 7H.

Also note that the top of the I0/0, scale in the figures shows amax

discontinuity between + I dB and o . Reference to a Nichols chart (e. g.,

Figure 20) shows that any value of 19/# c 1 max greater than + 12 dB iv

very clost to being unstable'and is difficult to measure. Therefore, the
data points in the figures were distributed between + 12 dB and 00

on the ba@is o open-loop gain margin. Figure 20 shows that /0/04 / max

a* corresponds to a gain. margin of 0 (IIOei =0) and 10/0 max

+ 12 dB roughly corresponds to.a gain margin of 2 dB ( )0/96 Z dB).

The 3. 5 and 6. 5 pilot rating boundaries shown on Figures 44 and 45
are based primirily on the ratings of both pilots. although additional factors
were considered. In determining the boundaries, for example, more weight
was given to those configurations which were evaluated several times and
received consistent pilot ratitsgs and comments. Those configurations with
additional problems, such as high control sensitivity (flagged symbols). or
those rated by only one pilot and seemingly inconsistent relative to the
other configurations within the same short-period group, were given less

weight. Note that the flagged configurations (3M 3B, 8A. 8B) IO/il j x
0 rad/seca

0.S. .ad .e (Tabie IJX) and the pilot comments indicate that major
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complaints about the configuration appear to be related to the high pitch
sensitivity (see Section 7.4). The pilot rating data. separates quite nicely
into 3 regions, consistent with the pilot rating boundaries shown, and there-

fore correlates with the closed-loop parameters, e / x and X

Conisidering the large variety of configurations represented on these figures,
and the potential sensitivity of the data points to the manner in which4he
pilot performs the required fighter tasks, the correlation of pilot ratings
with the closed-loop parameters is considered good.

There are some data points which violate the pilot rating botnd-
aries; but in most cases, the ratings of the other pilot tend to offset any
discrepancy with the boundary. For Configuration 7F. with a resonance of

+ 4dB and *-,= 57 degrees. Pilot W gave a rating of ? on three separate

evaluation&. while Pilot M rated it a 3, 4, and 4 on three evaluations.
Based on the ratings of both pilots, the location of the data. point relative to
the boundaries appears reasonable. More discussion of tIls particular
configuration can be found in Section 7. 2. Another example of inter-pilot
rating differences which are difficult to interpret is Configuration 8E
( - 0. 5 dB and + 70 deg). Pilot W gave a PR = 5 which agrees well with
the pilot rating boundary. However, Pilot M rated the configuration a Z. 5
and 3. Configuration 7D ( + 1. 5 dB, + P3 deg), which Pilot M rated 5.5.
clearly violates the 3.5 boundary. In this instance, the pilot rating seems
a bit severe relative to the ratings for Configurations 7C and 7E. as men-
tioned in the discussion of the pilot comments (Section 7. Z).

Aside from these specific observations, comparison of Figures

44 and 45 indicates that Pilot M averages about I rating unit better than

Pilot W when .. is large and positive. In addition, Pilot M rates con-

figurations with negative 4 about I rating worse than Pilot W. Thus,

it would appear that Pilot W has a *light prefrence for more responsive
airplanes than Pilot M.

The pilot rating data for the six additional configurations art pre-
sented in Figure 47 and compared with the closed-loop pilot rating bound-

aries established in Figures 44 and 4S. The three low 4O.. - high ,

confiourations (9. 10. 11) correlate well with the 3. 5 boundary. However.

of the three high W,p . low V. configurations (l, 13. 14). only Con-

figuration lZ ( + 4 dB. 0 deg) correlates with the bowidarties. The other
two configurations (13 and 14) clearly violate the 3.5 boundary. Thesq
configurations are flagged since the values of control sensitivity are very
high (Table JIll and major complaints In the pilot comments appear to be
related to the high pitch sensitivity (see Section 7.41.
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In summary, the correlation between the pilot rating data and the
closed-loop analysis parameters is generally good. Sections 7. 6 and 7.7
will compare the pilot rating boundaries established using the closed-loop
analysis with the results of two somewhat similar fighter control-system
experiments.

7. 6 Application to Data From Special T-33 Flights

The data used to draft the short-period requirements for MIL-F-
8785B (Reference 12)wereobtained using various types of airplanes, having
various types of control-system dynamics. To better understand the influ-
ence of the control-system dynamics on th, short-period data, two special
flights were piggybacked on the T-33 experirnent of P-ference 8. It is
interesting to see how the results of the six configurations evaluated on
these flights compare with the present analysis.

The pitch attitude responsi to pilot inputs for the six configurations
can be represented in the following form:

SWJLATEO FEEL SLATED AIRPLANE PLUS FCSSYSTEM

Fsb 7 "

The followint parameters were held fixed for all six configurations.

v 550 ft/sec. 5.5 rad/sec

Wg p/rad - - 0.6 6

S , . sec "  5 lb1/s

Various combination& of W , ,lr , and W. were then evaluated by /
Nilot S of Reference 8. The evaluation tasks performed were those of
Reference 8, which are quite similar to those used in the present experi-
Ment.

The present analysis was Applied to the six configutations, using
(BW)min equal to 3 tad/sec. The flight condition for these configurations

is similar to the Z0 knot condition in the present experiment, with similar
limitations on the maximum g available for maneuvering. The results of
the analysis and the pilot ratings for each configuration are presented below.
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Fit. No. ___ PR PIOR * i_/_C__

950 41 6.3 00 7 4 +30 +9.5 dB

17 3 +50- >12dB.

2 7.5 4 +68" >12 dB

95i 25 63 00 3 1 -4" +4 dB

5 4 1 +26* +5 dB

2 5 2 +55e +5dB

Figure 48 shows that the data agree quite well with the boundaries on X

and )1J established 'using the results of the present experiment.

7.7 Application to the HOS Data

For a comparison of the flying qualities data from different Lxper-
iments to be meaningful, the task* performed, as well as the performance

*F standards used by the pilots, must be similar. It is a well known fact of
life in flying qualities work that very different pilot ratings and comments
can result from two pilots flying the same task with different performance

, standards. The discussion in Section 7. 1, for example, shows the effects
of flying the same configuration with different values of BW, the perfor-"

', mance measure used 1i the closed-loop analysis. Before proceeding with
the application of the analysis to the results of the HOS program (Reference
6). therefore, some of the differences between that experiment and the pre-
sent one will be discussed.

The fighter evaluations in the HOg program were performed at a

flight condition which is very similar to the low-speed flight condition in

this experiment (for the HO program, W/Ot- 22 g/radt I/to = 1. 25 sec"'

and VT: 565 ft/seic). The fighter evaluation tasks performed in the HO
jrogram are, in general. ' similar to those performed in this program.

There are. however, some indications that high.load.factor maneuvers were
not streesed to 'the same extent as they were in the present experiment.

For example, the levels of F6C I given to the pilot were higher in the Ho

program. Excluding those cases where F s 1, was intentionally increased,

the'average F S /Xn values used were 8 to 13 lbig, depending on the pilot
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• and Ihe particular configuration. This contrasts with an average rsIn

selected by the pilots in this experiment of 6 Ib/g. Perhaps more important

than the difference between the average Fs /n values to the fact that pilot

ratings better than 6. 5 cold be obtained for values as high as 17 lb/g; in
fact, one configuratioa was considered satisfactory (PR < 3.5) with 17 lb/g.

Such high values of rs / are not compatible with good overall fighter

maneuverability. These observations tend to indicate that the pilots flew the
tasks less aggressively than in the present experiment turther weight is
given to this assumption by the fact that there were very few satisfactory
airplanes evaluated in the HOS program. In fact. 60% of the evaluations
were rated worse than 6. 5. Because of this, the pilots may have become
accustomed to not flying the airplane aggressively. In addition, the eval-
uations were alt performed at one flight condition and the pilots did not have
the benefit of flyzig at higher speeds where the T-33 buffet boundary does
not restrict maneuverability. In the present experiment, the evaluations at
350 knots served as a constant reminder to the pilots of the desired perfor-
mance standards for the fighter task.

In the present experiment, a (BW)min of 3 rad/sec was used in

the closed-loop analysis for the low-speed flight-condition data, in recog-
nition of the limitations imposed on the low-speed evaluations by the T-33
buffet bpundary (see Section 7. 1). For the HOS program. however, a
(BW i of 3 rad/lsec resul ad in values of fq 4, m which were

larger than the pilot comments on PIO tendencies indicated. Values of 2. 5
nd 2. 0 rmd/sec vere also tried. The value of 2. 5 rad/sec produced the best

correlation with the pilot comments, and vs theretjre selected as the
appropriate value for the HOS experiment. Use of this lower performance
standard is felt to be justified in light of the above evidence that the pilots
flew the tasks lses aggressively than in the present experiment.

The portion of the HOS program related to the *combat' phase

of a fLighter's mission looked at he effects of adding a variety of higher-

order lag dynamics to three combinations of %, and s . To retain a

reasoable basis for comparison with the results of the present experiment.

only those evaluations having F / / values consistent with good overall

maneuverability were analysed. The basis for determLnng r"e*soablo

values of Fs I0 vas MUL.F.S78SI3. Thus for configurations with PR < 3. 5,

only the evaluations with Fs / < 10 lb/g are used, and for those configura-

tions with a PR between 3.5 and 6. S. only %he evaluations with FS/# 16 lb/g
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are used. The table on the following page summarizes the HOS data selected
in this way and lists the closed-loop parameters calculated for each config-
uration. Figure 49 shows the HOS data compared with the boundaries
determined for the present experiment.

The correlation of the rating data with the boundaries 'is certainly
not perfect but, considering all the factors involved: it seems reasonable.
The fact that the majority of the configurations evaluated in the HOS pro-
gram had very poor dynamic characteristics no doubt made it difficult for
the pilots to establish a consistent performance standard, which possibly
accounts for some of the scatter i the data.

Considering the analysis\ of the HOS data as a whole, there is an
interesting observation which should be made. Referring to the table of
HOS data, it can be, seen that there is a general trend for a given set of con-
trol-system-lag dynamics to degrade configurations with medium - , more

than configurations with low .* For example, Configuration"\(F)-5(2. 5)
(W)sp = 2. 7) has pilot ratings of 5 and 4, while Configuration C(F),5 (Z. 5)
(same control system dynamics, but -- 5. 1) has ratings of 8, 9, 7. 8
and the comments indicate severe PIO problem~s. The analysis shows

/g.max + 8 dB :r the A configuration and + 11. 5 dB for C. which are

consistent with the ratings.

The reverse trend is apparent for the present experimevt, i.e..
a given first-order control4ystem lag is more degrading for low WS,
than for medium wep . For example, Configuration IF ( &aJp =2.2
tad/see) has pilot ratings of 8 and 8 and the comments indicate severe
PlO problems, while Configuration ZH (same control system dynamics, but

4 x 4.9 *has ratings of 5, 6, 5.5. The analysis shows '10/tel max>

+ IZ dB for Configuration IF and only + 3 dB for Configuration ZH, which
are consistent with the ratings. Thus, it can be seen that a very fundamen-
tal difference between tha HOS results and those of the present experiment
is accounted for by the analysis.
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Config. 06 , PR
Number (rad/sec) Pilot B/Pilot H (deg) (dB)

A(F).-2(10). 2.7 0.55 4/Z, 1. S. 4 + 29 + 3

A(F)- (z. 5) 3/3.5 +34 +5

A(F)-Z(I) 7, 6/ 7.5, 7# 4.5 .. 45 > 12

A(F)-4(2.5) 4.4t6 +42 +8

A(F)-5(2. 5) 5/4 + 4, +8

A(F)-5(1) 9/ 10 + 60 o

A(M)-Z(10) 5/ 2.5,3.5 + 37 + 6

A(M)-2(Z. 5) 5/6, + 4Z +8

A(M)-4(Z. 5) 4/.- +47 + 12

A(S)-2(0o) Sj5 4 +45 +9

A(S)-Z(Z.5) 7/7.5,6.5,10 + 47 > l

A(S)-4(2.5) -/8.5 + 50 > 12

B(F)-Z(2.5) 0.24 5/ - - 6 > 12

B(F)-Z(1) - 8/7 0 *a(z.3) ,

B(F)-4(2.5) 6/6 - 6* a(2.4)

B(F) - S(2. S) 7/7.5 .8 o (Z.3)

B(F)-S(I) -/10 + ZZ* 00(. 2)

B(S)-Z410) -/8 .6 * o(Z. 3)

C(F)-2(L0) , .1 -0.43 4.2/ 4. 4.S . 17 + 4

C(F)-A1) 7.,9/7 +9 + 10.5

C(F)-4( , S) ?,'1/ 7.5 0 > 12

CF)-5(1 5) 8/9, ?. 8 +9 + 11.5

C(F)-S(I) 10/ 10 + 37 > 1z

C(M)-ZlO) 47 -10 + S

C(S)-Z(10) 7/7 + 8 + 11

*t For these configurations, a (BW)rnin Z. 5 rad/sec could not be

achieved without driving the airplane unetable. The pilot

compensation used Is that which 'produoes the largest BW for

Ie/0 uax and the BW athieved is shown in brackets.
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SECTION VIII

j PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA

A shown iu Section VII, the pilot-in-the-loop analysis technique.
devolope4 in this report can be used to explain, in considerable detail, the
flying-quaities problems associated with a wide variety of short-period and
control-system dynamics. The purpose of this section is to summarize the
analysis techniques in a form useful for design purposes, and to present a
simplified version of the criterion which will be useful in the initial stages
of F FCS/airframe design.

. 1 -Criterion for Fighter Maneuven Dynamics

The acceptability of an airplane's maneuvering dynamics to perform
a given job can be stated in terms of the pilot compensation required to
achieve some minimum "standard of performance" with the least possible
tendency to oscillate or PiO. The standard of performance is dictated pri-

Smarily by the mission requirements. For the combat phase of a fighter's.
mission, precise control of pitch fttitude s a fundamental and critical task.,
Conrol of pitch attltude-can be crudely muodelled in the following way

ARFRAME
"LOT PUS FM

Usiag this models the following terms are defined:

Bandwidth(on.. Bandwidth is defined as the frequency for

which the closed-loop Bode phase# 4 / 4) , is equal

to -90 degrees. It is a measure of how quickly the pilot
can move the airplane's noe toward the target.

Droop is defined as the maximum excursion of

closed-loop bode amplitude. 1O/kG I . below the 0 dB,

line for frequenciee less than BW. In .he absence of large
oscUllptonu, droop is a maeue of how slowly the nose
settles down on target. -

Standard of Performance: A minimum bandwidth. (BW)min.

of 3.5 rad/sec, and a maximum droop of 3 dB:

4 (0/I) greate th(-90) de
andI1Q/461 reater than (-3) dB than 3. 5

Ill



|1() I t-id,'iY" I ht trndeit f to os,. latt ,)r 1I1 -

..... vU--n t'rms, of th. Bodt magnitude of any ( lu-td-loop

reisonant peak. .6, k max - that results from the pilot's

efforts to achieve the performance standards.

Pilot Compensation: The pilot's physical and mental workload
required to achieve the standard of performance is defined

in terms of the phase of his compensation at Wo = (BW)min

Thus, by analogy to the way in which the pilot controls pitch attitude,
the designer's job in analyzing a given configuration is to select values

of e' , and T which will minimize ~ a'while maintaining

a minimum bandwidth of 3. 5 rad/sec and a maximum droop of 3 dB. The

values of 4p. and /10/e. max determined in this way can then be com-

pared against the boundaries of Figure 50 to determine the acceptability of
the airplane's maneuvering characteristics.

The details of how P and )O/e, 1 max can be determined for a

given configuration are explained in Sections 6. 5 through 6.8. and are sum-
marized below.

(1) Obtain the Bode amplitude and phase characteristics of the
airplane's pitch-attitude response to stick-force inputs

(including the effects of the FCS), n- d andV

These characteristics can be obtained from computed L

transfer functions or from in-flight frequency responses
(see Section 8.4). The frequency range of interest is from
about 0.5 rad/sec to at least 10 rad/sec.

(I) Obtain the complete open-loop Bode amplitude and phase
characteristics for the airplane and pilot delay at some
nominal X,0 (say 1.0):

This can be accomplished by simply adding the 0. 3 sec time

delay to 4 /I/:
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4 dug

(dB)
Sii:

it) Plet r vr, i 04 and overlay the re-

sulting curve on a Nichols chart, positioning the curve
vertically so that the performance staodards are just

barely met (see Figure 5 1).

(4) Ifmax is greater than 0 dB, pilot compensation is

requ red (lead compensation is needed for the example showni
in Figure 51). The compensation can be determined by adding
the amplitude and phase 6f Figure 52 to the uncompensated

amplitude-phase curve, for several trial values of 'r,
P,

or T~. . The value of or /, p resulting

in the smallest value of 10o1 m! will be that which
max

causes the bandwidth to exactly equal 3. 5 rad/sec and the

maximum droop to exactly equal -3 dB, as shown in Figure 5 t.

(5) 1 / max can then be obtained from Figur e 51 and P6

can be read directly from Figure 52 (for )m 3.5 and the

particular value of or 7PI/? used).

8. ? Simplified Criterion.

The design criterion discussed above seems to satisfy all the re-

quirements mentioned in Section 1. It relates directly to the pilot's dif.
ficulties in performing the mission, it is applicable to airplanes having

complex FCS dynamics, and is not dependent on how the control system .is
mechanized. However, it would be desirable to have a "quicky" method
for making initial design estimates. Referring to Figure S1 . it can be seen

that the amount of compensation that the pilot will apply is related to the

open-loop phase of the uncompensated pilot plus airplane, at c (BW)mi n •

This phase angle. which is the phase of the airplane plus pilot delay, is
defined as follows:

4 *,, '9 (8W) (deg),F, 14 ;-(g ). d ;

It can also be seen from these figures that the slope of the compensated

amplitude-phase curve in the vicinity of W c (8W) min is a crude measure

of how large the closed-loop resonance will be; a large positive slope will
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produice no resonance, and a sma!l or negattve slope is likely to produce a
lager resonance. Notice that the slope of the compensated curve is related
to the slope of the uncompensated curve at W = (BW)mn and to the amount

of compensation needed. That is. lag compensation will tend to make the
slope become more positive and lead compensation wil tend to make the
slope become slightly less positive. The slope of the uncompensated curve
is defined as follows:

d dIe _0'"'W

O (;*. °.(i - at a; (BW)min (dB/deg)

Thus, it would appear that the pilot compensation required and the closed-
loop resonance are determined, in a crude sense, by the parameters ;4

and

These two open-loop parameters can be easily determined by making

three measurements from the /I4 Bode plots at W (BW) :

10 /4d(Oq W ) (in dB/decade), A (4 6i00.t( oq W) (in deg/decade), and

4LWi (in degrees). The relationships between these three measure-

merits and 4Od and (dAld .)Od can b derived as follows:

.. 8iiw)
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39 6 (dw,,/

Using the above expressiois. the parameters Y-44 and (0l/1)o

were computed from Bode plots for each FCS/lshort-period configuration

evaluated in the present program. The pilot ratings a-csociated with each

combination of and are shown in Figures 53 and 54, As

with the more general criterion, it was necessary to use (BW)mi n of ).5

rad/sec for tht high-speed _'ata and 3.0 rad/sec for the low-speed data.
Boundaries were drawn on the plots, which separate the data very nicely
into three bands of pilot ratings. These boundaries form a simple design

criterion. In applying the crit rion. it is recommended Uiat (BW) ri n

3. 5 rad/ec be used:

To illustrate the comput.,ion. involved, consider Configuration 6C from the
present experiment, Front, the open-loop 9!F, Bode characteristics given
in Appendix I. the following inea surements cArn be made{ 1"1 --Z8 48/4*ei*

d~I°111L, is

d . , 6de de4
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Thus.

- * - --27y **to'

150 - wso a -fd

It should be mentioned that the simplified criterion does not take
into account as many details of the airplane's 8 IF. dynamics as the more
complete criterion. For this reason, the simplified criterion is probably
not as generally applicable. Nevertheless, Figures 53 and 54 do show what

characteristics a good airplane should have: X f - 120 deg ( X /F s a

- 60 deg at = 3.5 rad/sec), plus a high positive value of (da/d, ), 4 .

8.3 Additional Considerations

Although the criteria discussed in Sections 8. 1 and 8. 2 adequately
describe the more important aspects of fighter longitudinal flying qualities
(for the "combat" flight phase), there are some other factors which must
be conoidered separately.

For example, the elevator-to-stick-force gearing must be selected
to provide good values of Fsl/ without causing difficulties due to tracking
forces or control sensitivity. The appropriate values of Fs 0P for a fighter
are adequately set by the high n/, requirements of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 12). For high , /d , the requirements show a range of 3. 5 to
9. 3 lb/g for satisfactory values of F S / of (based on a limit load factor of
7.Og).

Control sensitivitym can cause difficulties if it becomes

too large, as explained in Section 7.4. Although not well documented, values

of sensitivity greater than 0, 5 rad/seca  are likely to cause problems.

It should be noted that for an airplane with ,, > / , good 3,
a linear control system. and negligible control system dfrnamice. sensitivity
is related to F$ /* in the following way (as shown in Appendix IV):

As also explained in Section 7.4, KBW can become a problem.

However, because the effects of K BW are so closely related to the effects

of Xo, , the present experiment gives little guidance in establishing limits

on KXBW -
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Another factor which is not handled by the criteria is the airplane's
response to atmospheric turbulence. Since turbulence is a complex subject
in itself, its effects were not treated in detail in this experiment. The sub-
ject is only mentioned to remind the designer that there are many ways to
achieve the desired O/F dynamics (prefilters, feedback loops, compen-
sation networks, etc), and a particular design which has good O/Fs char-
acteristics will not necessarily result in good response to turbulence. For
example, use of a first-order prefilter lag will often improve the e/F
characteristics of an airplane having high c,* , but will not affect the
airplane's abrupt pitching response to vertical gusts.

8. 4 Flight Test Measurements

It is evident that the usefulness of the criteria discussed in Sections
8. 1 and 8. 2 is dependent on the availability of 0 /Fs Bode characteristics
for the airplane being considered. Since the criteria are primarily intended
for design purposes, these characteristics can easily be competed from the
9/F, transfer function, which can be derived by combining the airframe

characteristics (Appendix IV) with the FCS dynamics. For flight test
purposes, generation of the Bode characteristics is a bit more complicated,
but can be accomplished.

The most straightforward way to obtain in-flight frequency-response
data is to have the pilot pump the stick at various frequencies, while re-
cording stick force and pitch attitude (or pitch rate). One technique for
accomplishing this is described in Reference 21.

For fly-by-wire control systems, i.e., systems with no direct
mechanical link between the stick and the elevator, the frequency responses
can be obtained by feeding an oscillating electrical signal into the control
system at the stick-force transducer. This technique was applied several
times during the present program with good results. The technique was
not used as the primary method for identifying the dynamic characteristics
evaluated in this program, because the particular mechanization of the
dynamics in the T-33 made it easier to use a combination of ground and in-
flight measurements (see Appeodlx V).

Whatever in-flight methods are used to generate frequency-response
data, there 's one essential element in the data reduction techniques which
must be accounted for. The records from which the data is reduced Include
the effects of sensor dynamics as well as the airplane's dynamics. Thus,
the dynamics of rate gyros, attitude gyro,,, filter networks, etc.must be
identified and subtracted from the raw dat . Even if the sensor dynamics
have natural frequencies as high as 50 rad/sec, they can have a significant
Ifect on X 491F, in the frequency range of interest.

One last point should be mentioned. Since rate gyros are generally
more available than attitude gyros, it is quite acceptable to measure pitch
rate instead of pitch attitude. The */F, frequency response character.
istics can then be obtained from the 6/Fi characteristics as follows:

I± L . ... .i I

.-- - - - - -16-14-- - - - 0 w g



SECTION IX

CONCLUSIONS

1) For the "combat" phase of a fighter's mission, those tasks which

require precision control of pitch attitude will usually be the most

critical, from the standpoint of longitudinal flying qualities.

(2) When allowed to select the elevator-to-stick- force gearing, neither
pilot in the present experiment was willing to compromise the
ability to pull high load factors with reasonable stick forces. Thus.
it would appear that F/h is more of a performance parameter
than a flying qualities parameter, in the sense that it forms a pre-
requisite to good flying qualities.

(3) The results of this experiment concerning short-period dynamics
are consistent with the requirements of MIL-F-8785B (paragraph
3. 2. 2 1), with the exception of the low Yo., high W.* region.
In this region. the data indicates that the MIL-F-8785B require-
ments may be tWo lenient.

(4) The results of this experiment show that the dynamic modes of the
flight control system can cause serious flying-qualities problems,
but the data does not correlate with the control system require-
ments of MIL-F-8785B (paragraph 3.5. 3). In addition, the C*
criterion does not adequately account for control-system dynamics.

(5) The results also show that low k,* can cause PIO tendencies,
which are stronger at moderate values of W., than when Gs, is
high. The strongest PIO tendencies, however, are obtained when
control-system lags are added to configurations having low V.0
or low Wp

(6) The pilot-in-the-loop analysis techniques presented in this report
can be used to effectively describe the pilot's difficulties in pre.
cision tracking and to provide insight into the manner in which the
pilot flies the airplane. These techniques are shown to be applicab0le
to a wide range of control-system and short-period dynamics.

(7) A criterion, based on the pilot-in-the-loop analysis, can be used
for the design of good fighter maneuvering characteristics. This
criterion appears applicable to airplanes hving high-augmented
flight control systems, as well as unaugmented airplanes.

(8) A simplified version of the criterion, based on open-loop param-
eters, can be used to provide the flight control system designer
with a "quicky" methoO for estimating the effects of his control.
system design on the airplane's flying qualities.
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(9) The performance standards used by the pilot in performing the
required tasks can have a strong influence on the evaluation results.
Clear definition of the tasks to be performed is necessary before
meaningful flying qualities data can be obtained.

(10) More data on the effects of high W,, is needed, to better under-
stand what the pilot describes as high frequency "bobbling" ten-
dencies. In particular, the influence of control sensitivity and
low Y,., on configurations having high 4,; O is poorly under-_
stood.

(11) A better understanding is needed of the effects of pilot gain, per se,
on flying qualities.

(12) The techniques and criteria developed in this report should be
applied to the rather considerable amount of existing data from
other sources, concerning the influence of short-period dynamics
on fighter flying qualities.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (PILOT M)

NUNGERS IN ILOCKS REFER TO THlE FOLLOWING: CONIGURATION NO.
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TABLE I (cont.)

SU-MMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (PILOT W)

NUMUS IN SLOCKS REFER TO THlE FOLLOWING: CONFIGURAIiONO

FLIGHT NO. IPIIPIOR-± I
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TA BLE H

SUMMARY OF PILOT-IN- THE- LOOP PARAMETERS

NIMBEIS IN LOCKS REFER TO THE FOLLWVING: CF~AI O
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TABLE III

SUMMARY 0OF AVERAGE ICONTROL SENSITIVITIES AND PILOT GAINS

CFIGURAIONO

NUUER3 10 ULOC93! REFER TO THE FOLLOWING:

1WHERE 0 /FS . AND KW ARE AVERAIE VALUES 8ASED ON THE FOLLOWING:
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR SIMPLIFIED CRITERION
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